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September 16, 2010

Kevin Frederick
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
Water Quality Division
Herschler Building, 4 West
Cheyenne, WY 82002
(307) 777-5985

Re: Christensen Ranch Disposal Wells, Class I UIC Permit Renewal
Application 10-219, Response to WDEQ - WQD Comments

Dear Mr. Frederick:

This letter presents the responses to the WDEQ letter dated July 9, 2010
pertaining to the Christensen Ranch Class I wells. In that letter, George
Langstaff presented comments and questions related to the renewal application
of the Class I UIC Permit 00-340 (renewal permit is 10-219), submitted by
Uranium One on May 28, 2010. Uranium One has addressed all of the
referenced comments and questions in the attached responses.

Uranium One understands that additional perforations (to access additional
sands not originally perforated) will be required as part of this Class I UIC
renewal for the currently installed wells. Based on field schedule, weather and
approval from WDEQ, Uranium One anticipates the perforation activities will be
completed within the first 12 months following re-issuance of the Christensen
Ranch Class I permit.

As discussed, Uranium One submitted a renewal application for permit UIC 00-
340 in May 2010. Permit 00-340 expires on November 3, 2010. Based on the
recent conversation between you and Donna Wichers, it is our understanding
that Uranium One may continue operation of the Christensen Ranch Class I wells
under Permit 00-340 until WDEQ takes final action on our pending renewal
permit application. Uranium One respectfully requests to continue the operation
of these wells, therefore a written confirmation of this authorization from you will
be greatly appreciated.

Uranium One USA, Inc.
A Member of the Uranium One Inc. Group of Companies

tel +1 307-234-8235 - fax +1 307-237-8235
907 N. Poplar Street, Suite 260 -Casper, Wyoming 82601

www.uraniuml .com
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Please contact me if you should require any additional information.

Sincerely,

24/.,
Jon F. Winter
Manager, Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Uranium One Americas

Cc: George Langstaff - WDEQ-WQD w/att
Ron Linton - NRC Headquarters w/att
Ken Cooper - Petrotek Engineering

Att: Uranium One response and support materials to WDEQ-WQD comments

Uranium One USA, Inc.
A Member of the Uranium One Inc. Group of Companies

tel +1 307-234-8235 • fax +1 307-237-8235
907 N. Poplar Street, Suite 260 Casper, Wyoming 82601
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Petrotek Engineering Corporation 10288 West Chatfield Avenue, Suite 201 Littleton, Colorado 80127 (303) 290-9414 (303) 290-9580 Fax

September 15, 2010

Donna Wichers
Uranium One Americas
907 N. Poplar Avenue, Suite 260
Casper, WY 82601

Re: Christensen Ranch Disposal Wells, Class I UIC Permit 10-219

Renewal Application, Response to WDEQ Comments

Dear Donna:

On May 28, 2010, Uranium One submitted a renewal application for the Class I UIC
wells (Permit UIC 00-340) at Christensen Ranch. In a letter dated July 9, 2010, the
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (WDEQ) responded with questions on
the application (referenced to a newly assigned permit number UIC 10-219).

Responses to the WDEQ questions, prepared by Petrotek with input and review by
Uranium One Americas, are attached. The response document presents the original
WDEQ comments and questions followed by specific responses.

Please contact the undersigned or Hal Demuth, if you have any questions regarding this
response document, or other matters.

Sincerely,

Petrotek Engineering Corporation

Ken Cooper, PE C:

Cc: Hal Demuth - Petrotek
Aaron Payne, P.G. - Petrotek



Christensen Ranch Class I UIC Permit Renewal 9/15/10 FINAL
Response to Request for Additional Information
Class I UIC Permit 10-219 (Previously 00-340)

WDEQ Comments

A. Stratigraphic Identification of the Iniection Zone

A. Stratigraphic Identification of the Injection Zone (Chapter 13. Section 5.b.vi. Section 12.bd, ii):
In the application for permit 97-407 (a modification of permit 95-241), the proposed injection zone at 4,011-
6,484 feet depth below ground surface (KB elevation was 11 feet) in Christensen Ranch 18-3 and at 3,821-
6,308 feet depth below ground surface (KB elevation was 10 feet) in Christensen Ranch DW No. I (formerly
Cogema DW No. 1) was identified as the Lance Formation. Surface elevations at Christensen Ranch 18-3
and Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 are 4,800 feet and 4,674 feet, respectively. The application for Permit 97-
407 has a north-south cross-section through the two injection wells and two oil wells with the contact
between the Fort Union and Lance formations at approximately 3,935 feet deep in Christensen Ranch 18-3
and at approximately 3,785 feet deep in Christensen Ranch DW No. 1. The contact in Christensen Ranch 18-
3 was also correlated to two oil wells in a west-east cross-section.

As shown in Table 1, these interpretations are inconsistent with those of Lewis and Hotchliss (1981)
and Connor (1992). The structure contour map of Ayers (1986) also shows the top of the Tullock at a depth
of about 3,800 feet below the two injection wells but the scale is too small for a precise estimate. Because the
combined thickness of the Lance and Fox Hills formations in application 97-407 is approximately equal to the
combined thickness of the Tullock Member of the Fort Union (Lewis and Hotchkiss, 1981) and the Lance
plus Fox Hills formations, the interpreted base of the Fort Union Formation in Application 97-407 is close to
the contact between the Lebo and Tullock members of the Fort Union Formation. In the absence of
diagnostic marker beds and with similar depositional environments for both the Lance and Fort Union
Formations, identifying contacts in outcrop or in geophysical logs is difficult. However, comparison of the
resistivity logs for Christensen Ranch 18-3 and Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 with type logs in Ayers (1986),
Hotchkiss and Levings (1986), and Seeland and others (1993), and with logs of the Tullock in Brown (1993),
and logs of the Lebo, Tullock, and Lance in Lowry (1973) confirns that what was identified as the top of the
Lance Formation in Application 97-407 is close to the Lebo - Tullock contact within the Fort Union
Formation. As shown in Table 1, differences in contouring can result in differences of a few hundred feet
even for easily identified contacts such as the Fox Hills Sandstone - Lewis Shale contact. The difference
between the interpretation of the Fort Union - Lance contact in Application 97-407 and other interpretations
is more than 1,000 feet.

For the renewal of Permit 00-340, the discharge zone for the Christensen Ranch Disposal Wellfield
will be restated as the Tullock Member of the Fort Union Formation and the Lance Formation. The upper
confining zone will be restated as the Lebo Shale Member of the Fort Union Formation.

Uranium One Response

Uranium One agrees with WDEQ that the permitted injection zones will remain unchanged and
will be designated as 4,011-6,484 feet BGL for Well 18-3 and 3,821-6,308 feet BGL for DW No.
1 and further agrees that interpretations of specific formation contacts in this sequence can be
difficult. The Lebo Shale member of the Ft. Union is acceptable as a designated upper
confining zone.

................... ye P~IrMla k
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Christensen Ranch Class I UIC Permit Renewal 9/15/10 FINAL
Response to Request for Additional Information
Class I UIC Permit 10-219 (Previously 00-340)

B. Classification of Groundwater in the Discharcqe Zone

B. Classification of Groundwater in the Discharge Zone (Chapter 8. Section 4 and Chapter 13, Section 4.c):
Christensen Ranch 18-3 is currently perforated between depths below surface of 4,011-6,484 feet (Harlan and
Associates, 1999a, Table 1) and the Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 between depths below surface of 3,821-
6,308 feet (Harlan and Associates, 1999b, Table 1).

Permits 97-407 and 00-340 classified the groundwater in the discharge zones as Class VI because of
high concentrations of benzene, oil and grease, iron, boron, zinc, mercury, and total phenolic compounds and
because of "traces of oil and gas". The classification specifically referred to concentrations in sample DST #2
from Christensen Ranch 18-3 and, for boron and zinc, in sample DST #1 from Christensen Ranch 18-3 (see
Table 2).

Oil accumulated on the tops of the water columns in the injection wells after the wells ceased
injection in mid-2005. Samples of the oil were collected on August 25, 2009 in Christensen Ranch 18-3 and
on August 31, 2009 in Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 during mechanical integrity and pressure fall-off tests
(Petrotek, 2009).

Effective April 26, 1999, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) approved the aquifer
exemption of the depth intervals 4,009-6,496 feet in Christensen Ranch 18-3 and 3,818-6,320 feet in
Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 within 1,320 feet surrounding each injection well. The depths used by USEPA
are those proposed in Tables 1 and 2 of Application 97-407 and differ slightly from the actual perforated
intervals. USEPA found that the proposed discharge zone met the criterion for aquifer exemption in Title 40,
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 146, Section 146.4(b)(2):

(b) "It cannot now and will not in the future serve as a source of drinking water because:"
(2) "It is situated at a depth or location which makes recovery of water for drinking water purposes
economically or technologically impractical;"

In the notice in the Federal Register (March 26, 1999, vol. 64, no. 58, p. 14800-14804), USEPA did not cite
the water quality criteria listed in permit 97-407 but did consider the cost of treating the water to driking
water standards.

Effective August 21, 2002, USEPA approved the aquifer exemption of the depth intervals 3,800-6,500
feet within 1,320 feet surrounding each proposed injection well in Permit 00-340, Christensen Ranch DW
No. 2 (formerly COGEMA DW No. 2) and Christensen Ranch DW No. 3 (formerly COGEMA DW No. 3).
Christensen Ranch DW No. 2 is about 2,100 feet east of Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 and Christensen
Ranch DW No. 3 is about 5,600 feet to the northeast of Christensen Ranch DW No. 1. USEPA found that
the proposed disposal wells met the same criterion for aquifer exemption as the existing wells. In the notice in
the Federal Register (July 22, 2002, vol. 67, no. 142, p. 47721-47726), USEPA stated that the water quality
criterion for classification used by WDEQ was "not adequate".
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Christensen Ranch Class I UIC Permit Renewal 9/15/10 FINAL
Response to Request for Additional Information
Class I UIC Permit 10-219 (Previously 00-340)

For the renewal of Permit 00-340, WDEQ will classify the discharge intervals within 1,320 feet of
each disposal well as Class VI because they meet the criterion in Water Quality Rules and Regulations
(WQRR), Chapter 8, Section 4(d) (ix) (C):

(C) "Is located in such a way, including depth below the surface, so as to make use economically and
technologically impractical."

Because the injection zone depth intervals in the disposal wells exceed 2,400 feet from top to bottom and
contain a multitude of interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and shale beds and because of the variability in
concentrations for the samples in Table 2, it is not possible to affirm that all of the groundwater within those
intervals would meet the water quality criterion in WQR.R, Chapter 8, Section 4(d)(ix) (A):

(A) "Due to excessive concentration of total dissolved solids or specific constituents;"
For the renewal of Permit 00-340, the depth limits of the discharge zones will be specified as 4,009-

6,496 feet in Christensen Ranch 18-3; 3,818-6,320 feet in Christensen Ranch DW No. 1, and 3,800-6,500 feet
in proposed wells Christensen Ranch DW.No. 2 and Christensen Ranch DW No. 3. These limits are slightly
greater than the actual perforated limits but are retained. from the aquifer exemption approvals to allow for
dispersion above and below the perforations. The 1,500 feet thick Lebo Shale Member of the Fort Union
Formation (Lewis and Hotchkiss, 1981) will provide adequate confinement to protect potential drinking water
sources in the Wasatch - Tongue River aquifer system (e.g., Hinaman, 2005).

Uranium One Response

Uranium One agrees with WDEQ that the completion intervals are exempted aquifers as
previously determined by US EPA and further agrees with the state classification of all waters
within the specified discharge interval depths as Class VI because they satisfy the required
criterion specified by Chapter 8 of the Water Quality Rules and Regulations.

C. Maximum Surface Iniection Pressure

C. Maximum Surface Injection Piessures (Chapter 13. Section 5.b.vi, Section 9.d.ii Section 18.b.ii):
In Permit 97-407, the limiting surface injection pressures (LSIP) were specified as 1,200 psi for Christensen
Ranch 18-3 and 993 psi for Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 but a step-rate test was required during the first
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Christensen Ranch Class I UIC Permit Renewal 9/15/10 FINAL
Response to Request for Additional Information
Class I UIC Permit 10-219 (Previously 00-340)

year of operation to provide more reliable pressure limits. In Permit 00-340 (issued after completion of the
step-rate tests), LSIPs were specified as 1,320 psig for Christensen Ranch 18-3 and 1,200 psig for Christensen
Ranch DW No. 1, Christensen Ranch DW No. 2, and Christensen Ranch DW No. 3. LSIP is defined by
policy as 90% of the formation fracture (or fracture extension) pressure as measured at the surface.

The step-rate test for Christensen Ranch 18-3 had five steps with rates from 0.51-1.29 bbl/min
(Harlan and Associates, 1999a). The first four steps were one hour long. During the 2.4 hours of the last step,
the pressure did not stabilize but actually increased and there was no apparent break on a plot of pressure vs.
discharge rate. However, there were large neatly instantaneous pressure changes at the beginning of the last
step that were not explained. The maximum bottom-hole (at 3,950 ft) pressure reached during the test was
2,596 psi (Harlan and Associates, 1999a, Fig. 2 and Appendix C). If the formation had fractured at the
maximum pressure, that would imply a fracture gradient of about 0.66 psi/ft. Fracture at the beginning of the
last step would imply a fracture gradient of about 0.61 psi/ft. Surface pressure was not reported. The tubing
fluid gradient during the test was measured at 0.432 psi/ft. The surface pressure corresponding to the highest
down-hole pressure would be 2596 - (0.432 • 3950) = 890 psi, if there were no friction losses in the tubing
(Table 3). Including friction losses in the tubing, the surface pressure would have been 931 psi.

The step-rate test for Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 had four steps with rates from 1.77-3.32 bbl/min
(Harlan and Associates, 1999b). Durations were approximately 40 minutes. Interpretation of the results is
complicated by an extaordinatT 1,000 psi increase between the end of the second step and the end of the
third step. During the fourth step, bottom-hole pressure progressively decreased after the initial pressure
increase due to the rate increase. This, and the relatively small increase in pressure with rate increase at the
beginning of the last step, suggest the formation fractured during the third step. Bottom-hole (3,820 ft depth)
pressures during the third step ranged from 2,130 to 3,100 psi. A decrease in the slope of the pressure vs.
time curve toward the end of the third step at a pressure of 2,975-3,000 psi suggests fracturing occurred in
this pressure range (Harlan and Associates, 1999b). If so, the fracture gradient is 0.779-0.785 psi/ft. Surface
pressure was not reported but the tubing fluid gradient during testing was measured at 0.434 psi/ft. Thus, the
formation broke at a surface pressure of 2975 - (0.434-3820).= 1,317 psi or more (Table 3), if there were no
friction losses in the tubing. Including friction losses in the tubing, the surface pressure at fracture would have
been about 1,332 psi. On page 5 of Appendix C in Harlan and Associates (1999b), an allowable "bottomhole
pressure rise of 1,263" psi was somehow converted to an allowable surface injection pressure of 1,181 psi.

Table 3. Fracture Gradients and Surface Fracture Pressures
Christensen Christensen
Ranch 18-3 Ranch DW No. 1

Depth of Pressure Gauge (ft) 3,950 3,820
Fracture Pressure (psi) 2,596* 2,975
Fracture Gradient (psi/ft) 0.657 0.779
Fluid Gradient During Test (psi/ft) 0.432 0.434
Depth to Top of Injection Zone (ft) 4,011 3,821
Depth to Bottom of Injection Zone (ft) 6,484 6,308
Fracture Gradient to Top of Injection Zone 0.654 0.779
(psi/ft)
Fracture Gradient to Bottom of Injection 0.569 0.643
Zone (psi/ft)
Hydrostatic Pressure Above Gauge (psi) 1,706 1,658
Surface Fracture Pressure w/o Friction , 890 1,317
Loss in Tubing (psi)
Injection Rate During Test (bbl/min) 1.29 2.87
Tubing Friction FactorA (psi/1 000 ft) 11 4
Length of Tubing (ft) 3,746 3,794
Tubing Friction Loss During Test (psi) 41 15
Surface Fracture Pressure w/ Friction 931 1,332
Loss in Tubing (psi)
90% of Surface Fracture Pressure (psi) N/A 1,199
*Maximum pressure during test; tormation didn't tracture.
Achart, p. 4-31 in. Engineering Enterprises (1988).

Data from Harlan and Associates (1999a) and Harlan and Associates (1999b).
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Christensen Ranch Class I UIC Permit Renewal 9/15/10 FINAL
Response to Request for Additional Information
Class I UIC Permit 10-219 (Previously 00-340)

The calculation of the LSIP for the existing and proposed wells in Application 00-340 uses a fracture
gradient of 0.642 psi/ft, as does the current application. This was apparently derived by calculating the

pressure at the bottom of the injection zone in Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 as (6308-3820) • 0.433 + 2975
= 4052 psi and then dividing by depth, 4052/6308 = 0.642 psi/ft. However, the fracture gradient to the top
of the injection zone was shown above to be 0.779 psi/ft as the pressure gauge was essentially at the top of
the perforations. Underground Injection Control Program Guidance Document No. 1 (May 11, 1994)
instructs applicants to use the depth to the bottom of the aquifer in calculating LSIP. This would give
appropriate results if all reported fracture gradients were also referenced to the bottom of the respective
aquifers. If they are not, or if the reference depth is not known, the example above shows that application of
the fracture gradient to a depth other than the one from which it was calculated would give wildly inaccurate
results. If the reference depth is not known, the conservative approach is to use the fracture gradient to
calculate the fracture pressure at the top of the injection zone.

WDEQ has not yet developed a formal policy to replace Guidance Document No. 1 so the current
application uses the fracture gradient to calculate fracture pressures at both the top (Table 11). and bottom
(Table 10) of the injection zone. This approach is not necessary for Christensen Ranch 18-3 and Christensen
Ranch DW No. 1 because step-rate tests have been completed for both wells. If the tubing fluid density and
the injection rate during the tests were the same as the maximum density of the injectate and minimum
injection rate, then 90% of the calculated surface fracture pressures (Table 3) could be used as the limiting
surface injection pressures (LSIP). Based on historical reports, the maximum TDS of injectate is expected to
be about 20,000 mg/L and the corresponding maximum injectate densities, at temperatures likely during
injection, are expected to be 1.0125 and 1,0136 g/cm3 (Table 4). In addition, operational injection rates and,
hence, friction losses may differ from those used in the step-rate tests. Consequently, LSIPs must be
estimated using appropriate operational parameters.

In the case of Christensen Ranch DW No.. 1, the injection rate during the test was more than twice
the minimum operational injection rate (e.g., Table 8 of the application) so the calculated surface fracture
pressure during the test would be too high for the smaller friction losses at lower injection rates during
operations. Considering a higher density fluid and lower friction losses, the down-hole fracture pressure
determined during the step-rate test implies a surface fracture pressure of 1,300 psi (Table 4) under
conservatively estimated operational conditions. The LSIP for disposal would then be 1,170 psi. This is 29 psi
less than the previously permitted LSIP.

Table 4. Limiting Surface Injection Pressures for Existing Wells

Christensen Christensen
Ranch 18-3 Ranch DW No. I

Depth of Pressure Gauge (ft) 3,950 3,820
Pf, Fracture Pressure (psi) 2,596* 2,975
Maximum TDS of Injectate (mg/L) 20,000 20,000
Temperature of Injectate (OF) 65 65
Temperature at Bottom of Tubing (OF) 84 .68
Average Temperature in Tubing ('F) 74.5 67
Maximum Density of Injectate (g/cma) 1.0125 1.0136
Fluid Gradient During Disposal (psi/ft) 0.4390 .4394
Ph, Hydrostatic Pressure Above Gauge (psi) 1,734 1,679
Minimum Injection Rate (bbl/min) 1.29 1.40
Tubing Friction FactorA (psi/1 000 ft) 11 1
Length of Tubing (ft) 3,746 3,794
Pt, Tubing Friction Loss During Disposal (psi) 41 4
MSIP P= Ph + Pt (psi) 903 1,300
LSIP = 0.9 * MSIP (psi) 903 1,170

*Maximum pressure during test; formation didn't fracture.
Achart, p. 4-31 in Engineering Enterprises (1988).

Data from Harlan and Associates (1999a) and Harlan and Associates (1999b).

In the case of Christensen Ranch 1873, the injection rate during the test was at the lower end of the
operational range so approximately the same frictions losses would apply. However, the greater density of
injectate compared to test fluid implies a lower surface fracture pressure, 903 psi (Table 4), than that
calculated for the test conditions. Because the formation did not fracture during the test of Christensen Ranch
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Christensen Ranch Class I UIC Permit Renewal 9/15/10 FINAL
Response to Request for Additional Information
Class I UIC Permit 10-219 (Previously 00-340)

18-3, the maximum pressure reached during the test can be taken as the LSIP. This value is 411 psi less than
the previously permitted LSIP. Because the purpose of a step-rate test is "to determine the actual fracture "

pressure of the receiver" (WQRR, Chapter 13, Section 9(d)(ii)), it is surprising that use of the fracture gradient
for Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 was allowed for Christensen Ranch 18-3 in the past. Although the
possibility of mobilizing fine material has deterred the operator from more thorough testing of Christensen
Ranch 18-3, allowing use of a fracture gradient from another well for other than pre-step-rate test estimates
would defeat the purpose of the regulation. If step-rate tests 0f Christensen Ranch DW No. 2 and
Christensen Ranch DW No. 3 also find fracture gradients of about 0.78 psi/fr, like Christensen Ranch DW
No. 1, then the. argument for a similar gradient in Christensen Ranch 18-3 would be more convincing.

Although it would be reasonable to suppose that the formation fracture gradients in Christensen
Ranch DW No. 2 and Christensen Ranch DW No. 3 are similar to that in Christensen Ranch DW No. 1,
permitted pre-test pressure limits must ensure that the formation does not fracture (WQRR, Chapter
13.18(b)(ii)) during initial operation of the well between start-up and the required step-rate test. Consequently,
LSIPs for Christensen Ranch DW No. 2 and Christensen Ranch DW No. 3 have been calculated assuming a
conservatively low fracture gradient of 0.5 psi/ft (Table 10).

Table 5. Limiting Surface Injection Pressures for Proposed Wells

Christensen Christensen
Ranch DW No. 2 Ranch DW No. 3

F, Fracture Gradient (psi/ft) 0.50 0.50
D, Depth to Top of Injection Zone (ft) 3,820 31820
P1, Fracture Pressure (psi) 1,910 1 910
Maximum TDS of Iniectate (mg/L) 20,000 20,000
Temperature of Injectate ('F) 65 65
Temperature at Bottom of Tubing (OF) 75 75
Average Temperature in Tubing (0F) 70 70
Maximum Density of Injectate (g/cm, ) 1.0131 1.0131
Fluid Gradient During Disposal (psi/ft) 0.4392 0.4392
Ph, Hydrostatic Pressure Above Gauge (psi) 1,678 1,678
Pt, Tubing Friction Loss During Disposal (psi) 0 0
MSIP = Pf- Ph + Pt (psi) 232 232
LSIP = 0.9 * MSIP (psi) 209 209

Uranium One Response

Uranium One agrees with the WDEQ calculation showing the fracture gradient in the DW No. 1
well is 0.779 psi/ft referenced to a depth of 3820 feet. Using this value, we agree with a
calculated fracture gradient of 0.642 psi/ft at a depth of 6308 feet (see modified WDEQ Table 3)
for DW No.. 1.

However, Uranium One does not agree with assignment of a "fracture pressure" of 2596 psi (at
a depth of 3950 feet) for the CR 18-3 well or with assigning this value as the basis for assigning
a maximum surface injection pressure (MSIP). As noted in the, comment table, fracture
pressure was never reached in this test. It is reasonable and technically justified to utilize the
fracture gradient from DW No. 1 with an appropriate safety factor for the CR 18-3 well because
they are completed in exactly the same zone and are only located 3,154 feet apart.

Because of variable friction losses at different injection rates, we propose to eliminate the
"credit" for friction from the LSIP equation. This will eliminate potential confusion regarding
LSIP for different injection rates.

Based on not using friction loss, we do not agree with WDEQ policy (which admittedly, is under
revision) of using an arbitrary 10% safety factor applied to the MSIP to derive LSIP (e.g., MSIP x
0.90 - LSIP). Rather, we propose a 50 psi safety margin. Given the operational history at the
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Christensen Ranch Class I UIC Permit Renewal 9/15/10 FINAL
Response to Request for Additional Information
Class I UIC Permit 10-219 (Previously 00-340)

Christensen Ranch mine (including the operation of DW No. 1 and CR 18-3 wells with the
existing process control system), a 50 psi safety margin is considered to be consistent with
Chapter 13 regulations and is protective of USDWs. Based on historic operations, engineering
controls are sufficiently developed that a 50 psi margin is larger than needed to account for field
operations. A 50 psi margin is also sufficient to account for the accuracy of fracture pressure
calculations based on local well data. It is noted that an additional 4 psi (CR DW No. 1) and 41
psi (CR 18-3) of safety margin would also be included for the Christensen Ranch wells by
neglecting friction losses from the MSIP calculation (see modified WDEQ Table 4).

We understand that new (unwritten) WDEQ policy is to assign a fracture gradient of 0.50 psi/ft
for Class I wells during permitting if no valid local fracture pressure data are available. It is then
up the operator to test the well and, if those data justify a higher fracture gradient, request that
WDEQ allow a higher fracture gradient assumption (and hence, a higher LSIP). Based on
testing information from other Class I wells, an initial assumption of 0.50 psi/ft is a reasonable
default value for certain deeper injection zones such as the Teckla, Teapot, and Parkman.

However, the WbEQ-assigned fracture gradient of 0.50 psi/ft for the proposed DW No. 2 and
No. 3 wells to be completed at depths of approximately 3,800 to 6,500 feet seems overly
conservative given the data available from the nearby, existing wells. Historical operations
support the fracture gradient of 0.78 psi/ft at the top of the injection zone. The assigned fracture
gradient value (0.50 psi/ft) proposed by WDEQ is so low that it would be difficult to begin initial
injection operations or to perform a meaningful step-rate injection tests (see modified WDEQ
Table 5). This is especially concerning because the injection zone has demonstrated rate-
sensitive plugging behavior in the early stages of injection (likely due to fines migration). For
this reason, repeated testing at higher rates is not recommended.

For future installations (DW No. 2 and DW No. 3 wells), we propose an initial fracture gradient
assumption of 0.60 psi/ft because (1) the wells are less than 5,000 feet from the DW No. 1 well,
for which detailed testing data are available), and (2) historical operations suggest the fracture
gradient is much higher than even this assumed value (e.g., 0.78 psi/ft vs. 0.60 psi/ft).
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Christensen Ranch Class I UIC Permit Renewal
Response to Request for Additional Information
Class I UIC Permit 10-219 (Previously 00-340)

9/15/10 FINAL

Modified WDEQ Table 3 (Fracture Gradient and Surface Fracture Pressure)
Christensen Christensen

Ranch Ranch
18-3 DW No. 1 Source

Depth of Pressure Gauge (ft) 3,950 3,820 Uranium One/HCA 1999 (a, b)
Measured (DW No. 1; Extrapolated

Fracture Pressure (psi) 3,077 2,975 (18-3))
Calculated (DW No. 1; Extrapolated

Fracture Gradient (psi/ft) 0.779 0.779 (18-3))
Fluid Gradient During Test (psi/ft) 0.432 0.434 Uranium One/HCA 1999 (a, b)
Depth to Top of Injection Zone (ft) 4,011 3,821 Uranium One/HCA 1999 (a, b)
Depth to Bottom of Injection Zone (ft) 6,484 6,308 Uranium One/HCA 1999 (a, b)
Fracture Gradient to Top of Injection Calculated (DW No. 1; Extrapolated
Zone (psi/ft) 0.779 0.779 (18-3))
Fracture Gradient to Bottom of Calculated (DW No. 1; Extrapolated
Injection Zone (psi/ft) 0.644 0.642 (18-3))
Hydrostatic Pressure Above Gauge
(psi) 1,706 1,658 Calculated
Tubing Friction Loss (psi) 0 0 Tubing friction neglected
(MSIP) Surface Fracture Pressure w/o
Friction Loss (psi) 1,371 1,317 Calculated
Safety Factor (psi) 50 50 Proposed Safety Factor
LSIP (Limiting Surface Injection
Pressure), psi 1,321 1,267 Calculated
Note: Fracture pressure in CR 18-3 assumed to be the same as DW No. 1.
This well was test to below fracture pressure (a FG of 0.657 psi/ft) (2596 psi) at a depth of 3959 feet.
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Christensen Ranch Class I UIC Permit Renewal
Response to Request for Additional Information
Class I UIC Permit 10-219 (Previously 00-340)

9/15/10 FINAL

Modified WDEQ Table 4 (Limiting Surface Pressures for Existing Wells)

Christensen Christensen
Ranch Ranch

18-3 DW No. 1 Source
Depth of Pressure Gauge (ft) 3,950 3,820 Uranium One/HCA 1999 (a, b)
Fracture Pressure (psi) 3,077 2,975 Calculated
Maximum TDS of Injectate 20,000 20,000 Assumed (per WDEQ)
Average Temperature in Tubing (def F) 67 67 Assumed worst-case for both wells
Maximum Density of Injectate (gm/cc) 1.0136 1.0136 Assumed worst-case for both wells
Fluid Gradient During Disposal (psi/ft) 0.4394 0.4394 Per WDEQ (worst-case)
Hydrostatic Pressure Above Gauge
(psi) 1,736 1,679 Calculated
Tubing Friction Loss (psi) 0 0 Tubing friction neglected
MSIP = Pf- Ph (psi) 1,341 1,296 Calculated
Safety Factor (psi) 50 50 Proposed Safety Factor
LSIP (Limiting Surface Injection
Pressure [MSIP-50 psi]) 1,291 1,246 Calculated
Note: Fracture pressure in CR 18-3 assumed to be the same as DW No. 1
This well was test to below fracture pressure (a FG of 0.657 psi/ft) (2596 psi) at a depth of 3959 feet

Modified WDEQ Table 5 (Limiting Surface Pressures for Proposed Wells)

Christensen Christensen
Ranch Ranch

DW No. 2 DW No. 3 Source
F, Fracture Gradient (psi/ft) 0.60 0.60
D, Depth to Top of Injection Zone (ft) 3,820 3,820 Calculated
Pf, Fracture Pressure (psi) 2,292 2,292 Calculated
Maximum TDS of Injectate (mg/I) 20,000 20,000 Assumed (per WDEQ)
Average Temperature in Tubing (def F) 70 70 Assumed (per WDEQ)
Maximum Density of Injectate (gm/cc) 1.0131 1.0131 Assumed (per WDEQ)
Fluid Gradient During Disposal (psi/ft) 0.4394 0.4394 Per WDEQ (worst-case)
Ph, Hydrostatic Pressure Above
Gauge (psi) 1,679 1,679 Calculated
Tubing Friction Loss (psi) 0 0 Tubing friction neglected
MSIP = Pf- Ph (psi) 613 613 Calculated
Safety Factor (psi) 50 50 Proposed Safety Factor
LSIP = MSIP - 50 psi 563 563 Calculated
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WDEQ Questions

1. Injection Zone Thickness

1. Injection Zone Thickness (Chapter 13. Section 5.b.iv.A):
The guidelines selected to define receptive sandstone intervals within the permitted discharge zones in order
to estimate net injection zone thickness.(page 7 of the application) seem reasonable but are incomplete. The
analysis expanded receiving intervals by as much as 20 feet away from the perforations (e.g., the 5,260-5,295
receiving interval bracketing the perforations at 5,280-5,294 feet in Christensen Ranch DW No. 1; Table 2 of
the application) and resulted in isolated sandstone beds more than 20 feet from the nearest perforation. These
intervals are unlikely to ever receive injection zone fluid due to distance and intervening lower permeability
strata. For example, the 5,087-5,098 feet interval in Christensen Ranch 18-3 (Table 1 of the application) is 70
feet from the nearest perforation at 5,168-5,192 feet The 6,190-6,204 feet interval in DW No. 1 (Table 2 of
the application) is 62 feet from the nearest perforation at 6,266-6,276 feet.

a) Please develop an additional guideline for the maximum vertical migration distance of injectate
within sandstone beds using a 20-year injection period and appropriate values for vertical conductivity
and vertical gradient. Recalculate the net injection zone thicknesses accordingly. The differences could
be significant as eliminating potential receiving zones more than 10 feet from the nearest perforated
interval decreases net injection zone thicknesses from 888 to 689 feet for Christensen Ranch 18-3 and
from 782 to 722 feet in Christensen Ranch DW No. 1.

b) In Petrotek (2006, p. 7), shales in the Fort Union and Lance formations were inferred to have
vertical(?) permeabilities of 10-8 to 10.9 cm/sec. To determine the intervening thickness of shale
necessary to isolate adjacent sandstone beds, please calculate the 20-year vertical travel distance for
vertical gradients likely to occur within the injection zone. Recalculate the net injection zone
thicknesses to exclude strata which are vertically separated from the nearest perforation by more than
this thickness of shale.

c) The 17% porosity used in Tables 4 and 5 of this application to calculate the radius of a cylinder of
rock with void space volume equal to the volume of the injected waste is the same as that in Tables 3
and 4 of Application 97-407, which used a higher porosity cutoff of 12% (page 10). The net
thicknesses for Christensen Ranch 18-3 and Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 calculated with the 8%
porosity cutoff of this application are substantially greater than those in Application 97-407 - 888 vs.
595 feet and 787 vs. 657 feet, respectively. How can the average porosity remain the same if the net
thickness increases to include lower porosity strata?

d) The expanded injection zone thicknesses in this application appear to be inconsistent with the
results of pressure fall-off tests. Petrotek (2009, p. 3-1 and 3-5) used net thicknesses of 300 feet for
both Christensen Ranch 18-3 and Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 and the data were analyzed as if
there were no vertical flow in the reservoir. Analyses of the 2000 and 2002 tests in Christensen Ranch
18-3 and of the 1999, 2001, and 2003 tests in Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 also used net thicknesses
of 300 feet. The perforated intervals in Christensen Ranch 18-3 sum to 507 feet of the 2,473 feet
gross thickness and those in Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 to 548 feet of the 2,487 feet gross
thickness. Use of thicknesses less than the total perforated thicknesses was based on the results of
injectivity tests which showed that most of the waste goes into the Tullock Member (summarized in
Petrotek, 2009, pages 3-1 and 3-5). If partial penetration effects haven't been seen in the pressure fall-
off tests and analysis of the data using a net thickness of 300 feet was acceptable in the past, what is
the evidence that waste flows into strata above and below the perforated intervals?
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Uranium One Response

Question 1(a), 1(b)

Uranium One proposes the perforation of additional intervals to ensure communication to all
sandstone intervals listed in the permit application. As all listed sand intervals will be
perforated, the vertical migration calculations requested by WDEQ in portions (a) and (b) of this
question are not necessary. Tables 1 and 2 present a compilation of perforated depths versus
sand intervals, including the proposed additional perforations at CR 18-3 and CR DW No. 1,
respectively. It is noted that the revised injection zone thicknesses at CR 18-3 and CR DW No.
1 are 829 feet and 769 feet, respectively. The injection zone thickness of 769 feet calculated at
DW No. 1 will also be utilized for the AOR and cone of influence (COI) calculations at CR DW
No. 2 and DW No. 3. All COl calculations presented in this response document are based on
the revised thicknesses presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Tables 4 through 6 contain revised calculations for COI and ultimate limit of emplaced waste
(ULEW) which are dependent on the injection thickness assumptions. As detailed in the
response to question 1(c), the porosity input assumption has not changed from the original
permit application. A more detailed discussion of AOR calculations is presented in the response
to question 2(g).

Question 1 (c)

Part (c) question 1 requests clarification regarding the average porosity of the injection zone
(17%). The revised injection zone net thickness submitted in the original permit application
included sandstone intervals based on criteria of gamma ray (approximately 75 GAPI), and 8%
porosity or higher, and a minimum of 4 feet thickness. As was noted by WDEQ, the original
permit application for UIC 00-340 included injection zone thicknesses based on a 12% porosity
cutoff. The revised injection zone thicknesses are presented in Tables 1 and 2 of the permit
renewal of UIC 00-340 (Petrotek 2010).

The inclusion of additional thicknesses of sandstone was minimally affected by the reduction in
the porosity cutoff to 8%. Despite the lower cut-off, the lowest observed "average" porosity of
any sand interval identified in the permit application is 12% (see Table 2 of the permit
application, sand interval of 6,252 to 6,276 for DW No. 1). Of the 24 feet of gross sand
thickness, only approximately 6 feet fall within the 8% to 12% porosity range. There is
approximately 5 feet of sub-8% porosity in this zone which is not included in the net pay. For
identified sand intervals, the inclusion of intervals between 8% and 12% is only on the order of
several feet, at most. The vast majority of additional listed thicknesses presented in the renewal
application are based on the inclusion of additional sand zones (based on gamma ray and
thickness) where average porosities are similar to zones adjacent to perforations, and net pay
within sand intervals is increased only minimally due to the inclusion of sub-1 2% porosity zones.

Updated tables presenting detailed average porosity by zone and a weighted average porosity
for the entire injection interval at CR 18-3 and DW No. 1 are presented in this document as
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. A thickness-weighted porosity average for the injection zones is
presented for the neutron porosity for CR 18-3 and for the neutron and density porosities for DW
No. 1. A density neutron was not run in CR 18-3 as logging was conducted in cased-hole
conditions. The average neutron porosity for the injection zone at CR 18-3 is approximately
22%. The average neutron porosity for the injection zone at DW No. 1 is approximately 25%,
and the average density porosity is approximately 17%.
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It is noted that the neutron log data from the cased-hole CR 18-3 well may not be entirely
representative of formation conditions. The standard protocol for neutron data collection is as a
directional sidewall device, pushed against the borehole wall or casing by a bow spring.
According to the log header, a bow spring was not utilized during logged at CR 18-3 due to
concerns of getting the tool stuck in the hole. Therefore, the available porosity data from DW
No. 1 represents the best data set for porosity evaluation. Observing the caliper log from DW
No. 1, the borehole in the injection zone does not exhibit dramatic wash-outs or deviations in
borehole size, and therefore the data collected from the density and neutron tools (both
operating in the eccentrical position along the sidewall) are likely of good quality.

There are several estimation methods to determine log formation porosity from these two
porosities. The following relationship is presented in Asquith and Gibson (1982):

WND = ((cDN
2 + OD2) / 2)1/2

Where:

)ND = estimated neutron-density porosity
ON = neutron porosity
OD = density porosity

Utilizing this relationship and the average neutron and density porosities of 25% and 17% from
DW No. 1, the estimated neutron-density porosity is approximately 21%. Therefore, the usage
of 17% in the AOR calculation presented in the permit application is a conservative value, and is
not affected by the revised sand cutoff criteria presented in the permit application.

Question 1 (d)

WDEQ is correct in identifying that all historic fall-off testing has been reported assuming a
value of 300 feet for converting pressure-transient test results to permeabilities. As noted by
Lee (1982) and other authors, semi-log analysis of falloff tests can only be used to directly
obtain a value of mobility-thickness (kh/u; where k equals permeability, h equals formation
thickness, and u equals viscosity) based on test data records for pressure change, rate and
formation volume factor. Based on the assumption that radial flow dominates behavior in a
constant viscosity system, a permeability-thickness product can be obtained. No thickness
result can be ascertained from analysis of a fall-off test without the use of additional reservoir
characterization data. As opposed to rigorous assignment of thickness based on a single
production log and in lieu of other data, all test results were simply reported using the original
thickness value that had been used in the original 1998 analysis for convenience and ease of
comparison from year-to-year.

As noted in the comment, little evidence of partial penetration effects were observed, but based
on early-time data consistent with both wellbore storage and skin, it is possible that some partial
penetration effects would be masked before middle-time radial flow was attained.

Of significance is the fact that the apparent permeability-thickness of the wells was initially found
to be approximately 5,100 to 6,000 md-ft based on short-term pressure-transient analysis.
Subsequent tests have demonstrated a smaller permeability-thickness of approximately 1,700
md-ft. Test data have only been analyzed from the perspective of middle-time pressure fall-off
data. No attempt has historically been made to determine if reservoir pressure build-up over the
history of injection was consistent with the reservoir characteristics derived from analyses
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dominated by short-term falloff test radii of investigation. Further, it is noted that these analyses
have each been premised on the assumption that viscosity was 0.54 cp throughout the
reservoir. While this viscosity is clearly representative of formation fluids at original downhole
temperatures likely to be present at distances of more than several hundred to several thousand
feet from each well, colder injectate (40-80 deg. F.) likely has double this viscosity and would
exert some increasing wellbore pressure impacts with time as the near wellbore region cooled.
A mobility ratio (k/u) change by a factor of 2 in the near wellbore region would serve to increase
pressures significantly. If the higher mobility ratio (i.e., based on formation fluid viscosity)
dominated the region investigated by a test but a lower viscosity was used in analysis,
permeability-thickness would be underestimated by a factor of 2. Although some vertical
permeability is likely present and some viscosity (mobility) effects likely impact the test
analyses, it is not probable that permeability is underestimated to such a significant degree, nor
is it likely that vertical flow is effectively communicating to the entire +/-2,500 foot gross
thickness in these wells. Some reduction in near wellbore effective permeability-thicknesses
has occurred during the injection history of the wells. As discussed in the previous response to
Question 1 (a) and 1 (b), additional perforations are proposed to enable better communication to
a larger permeability-thickness in the immediate vicinity of each wellbore.

To further examine the issue of effective reservoir permeability-thickness over the large scale
beyond the radius of investigation of each historic well test, simulations were conducted to
compare measured shut-in pressures from each of the historical fall-off tests to calculated
values of reservoir pressure rise. An analytical simulator based on the Ei solution of the
transient flow equation (Lee, 1982) using superposition in space and time was applied to the
two-well system (CR 18-3 and CR DW No. 1). The wells were located 3,154' apart in an infinite
acting homogenous and isotropic reservoir unit with parameters listed in the following table.

Parameter Value

Permeability 9.7 md

Viscosity 0.54 cp @ 1350 F

Total Compressibility 7.0xl 0-0 6/psi

Porosity 0.17

Reservoir Thickness 300 feet, 888 feet

Volume Factor 1.0 RB/STB
*Note: 888 feet represents the injection zone thickness of CR 18-3 from original permit

application and is utilized for comparison purposes. The updated thickness of CR 18-3 is
829 ft (see responses to questions la and lb).

Historical input data included (1) operational data provided by COGEMA Mining (predecessor to
Uranium One); (2) quarterly reports from WDEQ files, and (3) Petrotek internal files. Historic
flow rates were applied as annual averages for each well. Reported test rates were assigned
for one day before each falloff test and a rate of 0 gpm was assigned at the test well for the
shut-in periods reported for each falloff. Static pressure measured at the end of each test was
compared to the static pressure calculated in the simulations. Static pressure at the end of
each fall-off test was evaluated to ensure that reservoir conditions were being examined rather
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than wellbore skin factors or near wellbore effects. The following graphs (Figures A and B)

summarize the "history match" for each of the wells.

Figure A

Uranium One; Christensen Ranch, DW#1
Comparison of Simulated and Measured Shut-in Pressure Rise
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Figure B
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Uranium One; Christensen Ranch, Well #18-3
Comparison of Simulated and Measured Shut-in Pressure Rise
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As seen in these plots, early data show that a permeability thickness of 2,910 md-ft (9.7 md x
300 ft) is insufficient to account for the limited pressure rise measured in the wellbore, even
when injected fluids are assumed to have a viscosity of 0.54 cp (temperature of 135 F). As
injection continues, measured pressures exceed the pressures calculated by simulation. If
higher viscosities, representing colder injectate fluids, were used in the simulation (beyond the
capability of this simple simulator), additional pressure rise would have been calculated. The
required permeability-thickness of the reservoir would need to be larger to account for the
observed pressure-rise. This is evident after shut-in of the wells in 2005 where temperatures
(and therefore viscosity) have begun equilibrating and pressures decay in both the simulations
and in the measured data. Over the long-term more than 2,910 md-ft (9.7 md * 300 ft) must be
effectively communicating to the injection reservoir for measured pressures to drop to values
below those simulated for the 2,910 md-ft. case. The limited apparent permeability-thickness
suggested by historic falloff analyses is not representative of disposal reservoir behavior over
the large scale and long-term. Under current conditions the effective permeability-thickness of
the disposal reservoir being accessed by the two wells is larger than 2,910 md-ft (9.7md, 300
feet) but is probably smaller than 8,614 md-ft. (9.7 md, 888 ft). However, the additional
perforations proposed in this response will be necessary to ensure more complete
communication to the net injection interval permeability-thickness utilized in permit calculations.
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2. Area of Review

2. Atea of Review (Chapter 13. Section 5.b.iv.A.B.):
a) There is some confusion about the depth of the perforations below the ground surface. The table
on page 7 of this application indicates the tops of the perforations are 4,009 feet below the rig kelly
bushing in Christensen Ranch 18-3 and 3,818 feet below the rig kelly bushing in Christensen Ranch
DW No. 1. The perforating summary in Table 1 of Harlan and Associates (1999a) gives the depth to
the top perforation as 4,022 feet in Christensen Ranch 18-3 and page 2 of that report states all depths
are referenced to the rig kelly bushing, which was 11 feet above the ground surface. The perforating
summary in Table 1 of Harlan and Associates (1999b) gives the depth to the top perforation in
Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 as 3,831 feet and page 2 of that report states all depths are referenced
to the rig kelly bushing, which was 10 feet above the ground surface. Although the differences in
depths have only a minor affect on the estimated temperatures and pressures and, hence, densities in
the injection zone in Table 3 of this application, it is important.to know what the actual depths below
ground surface are. If the Harlan and Associates (1 999a, 1999b) reports are incorrect, please provide
an updated list of perforation depths. If the Harlan and Associates (19 9 9a, 1999b) reports ate correct,
please revise the perforation depths in this application.

b) This application uses a total dissolved solids (TDS) concentration of 2,460 mg/L as representative
of the injection zone groundwater throughout the disposal well field. However, this is the highest of
the four measurements from the two existing Christensen Ranch wells (see Table 2 above) and the
two Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 samples are suspect because of the high potassium concentrations.
Although over 2 casing volumes were swabbed from Christensen Ranch DW No. I prior to water
sampling (Harlan and Associates, 1999b, p. 9), it is likely that the samples were contaminated by the
potassium chloride solution used to flush the boreholes for the following reasons:

1) Hem (1992, p. 163) suggested a threshold of potassium concentration equal to sodium
concentration as a quality control measure for groundwater samples and the Christensen
Ranch DW No. 1 "Upper Lance" sample exceeds that threshold;

2) The Christensen Ranch 18-3 samples are sodium-bicarbonate type with potassium less than
2% of total cations (on a milliequivalent basis) whereas the Christensen Ranch DW No. 1
samples are sodium-chloride type with potassium 20-40% of total cations although the similar
depths and close proximity of the wells suggest groundwater chemistry should be similar;

3) The nearby Hartzog Draw Plant #1 well has Lance water quality similar to Christensen Ranch
18-3 with TDS of 1,060 mg/L and 7 mg/L potassium concentration (Petrotek, 2008),

4) Gillette's Lance - Fox Hills wells, which produce from depths of 2,600 to 4,400 feet (Wester,
Wetstein and Associates, 1994), have TDS concentrations of 1,000 to 1,300 mg/L (HIDR
Engineering, 2009, Table 7.3);

5) The shallower sample from Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 has the higher absolute and
proportional amount of potassium but Wright water wells RJ-4 and RJ-6, which tap the top of
the Tullock Member and shallower sandstones in the Fort Union Formation at depths of
1,200-2,700 feet, have 4 mg/L (Anderson and Kelly, 1986) and 5 mg/L (Wester Wetstein and
Associates, 2006) potassium, respectively; and

6) Removing the potassium and an equivalent amount of chloride from the analyses of the
Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 samples results in sodium-bicarbonate (shallower sample) and
sodium-chloride+bicarbonate (deeper sample) types with calculated TIDS values somewhat
less than those of the Christensen Ranch 18-3 samples.

Please use the average TDS of the two Christensen Ranch 18-3 samples for density calculations or
justify a different choice using additional regional data. Although the difference in density is quite
small, it is important not to create the false impression that groundwater in the discharge zone has
TDS of 2,460 mg/L.
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c) For the parameters in Table 3 of the applicaton (137-139' F, 2,460 mg/L, and 2,106-2,180 psi), the
CREWES Fluid Properties Explorer did not give the fluid density of 0.997 g/cm3 shown in Table 3.
Instead, the result was 0.9919 g/cmý for Christensen Ranch 18-3 and 0.9922 g/cmý for the other three
wells. The CREWES calculator gives results reasonably close (<0.001 g/cm3) to the data in Lide and
Haynes (2009) and is an acceptable source of fluid density information.

d) There appears to be an error in the calculation of injection zone head for Christensen Ranch DW
No. 1 in Table 5 of the application. Division of the pressurie at the bottom of the injection zone by
the fluid gradient gives 2593 (psi)/0.432 (psi/fr) = 6002 ft, not 5989 ft. In contrast, the calculation
does work for Christensen Ranch 18-3, 2665 (psi)/0.432 (psi/ft) = 6169 ft, as shown in Table 4 of the
application.

e) As we have discussed on previous occasions, I believe "G" in the equation in WQRR, Chapter 13,
Section 5 (b) (iv) (A), is the ratio of the injection zone fluid density to the USDW fluid density. It is the
specific gravity only when the USDW fluid density is 1. This was probably believed to be the general
case at the time the regulation was adopted. However, Wyoming has many deep USDWs where
higher temperatures lower fluid density and TDS concentrations of .100 to 10,000 mg/L raise fluid
density. For the Christensen Ranch disposal wells, the density of groundwater in the lowermost
USDW (whether the Big George coal or an isolated sandstone in the Lebo Shale Member) is greater
than 0.99 g/cm3 anyway so using specific gravity instead of density ratio has a minor effect on head
calculations. In this review, I ignore these differences. For the draft and fnal permits, I will use the
density ratio to calculate radii of influence.:

f) In Tables 4, 5, and 6 of the application a "pressure gradient" of 0.411 psi/ft was multiplied by
depth to the bottom of the injection zone to calculate head in the.injection zone. This is derived from
pressure measurements at different depths in Christensen Ranch 18-3 and Christensen Ranch DW
No. 1 but its use in the calculation of head within the injection zone is inappropriate. The pressures
measured in each well provide the more reliable pressure estimates for each injection zone.

In the completion report for Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 (Harlan and Associates, 1999b), a
"stabilized static bottomhole pressure" of 1,572 psi was reported for a depth of 3,820 or 3,819 feet
below ground surface at a temperature of 1170 F (Appendix C, p. 2 and table in Bottom-Hole
Pressure Report). This would equate to a gradient of .4116 psi/ft.

Using a gradient of 0.411 psi/ft, the pressure at the bottom of the injection zone, at 6310 ft, is

Pb = 0.411 • 6310 = 2593 psi. The pressure head is calculated with the fluid gradient so Hb =
2593/0.432 = 6003 ft. The elevation head above the reference elevation at the base of the injection
zone is zero so total head equals pressure head. With the parameters in Tables 3 and 5 of the
application, the critical head difference according to the equation in WQRR Chapter 13, Section 5, is
AHý = HU/G - Hi = 6144/.997 - 6003 = 159 ft and the radius of influence is 1560 ft (Table 6), which
is somewhat larger than the result in Table 5 of the application (see d above).

Using a gradient of .411 psi/ft, the pressure at the top of the injection zone, at 3808 ft, is P,
0.411 - 3808 = 1565 psi. The pressure head is 1565/.432 = 3623 ft and elevation head above the base
of the injection zone is 6310 - 3808.= 2502 ft. Total head is H, = 2502 + 3623 = 6125 ft. With the
other parameters in Tables 3 and 5 of the application, the critical head difference is AH, = 6144/.997
- 6125 = 37.5 ft and the radius of influence is 14,900 ft (use of the Cooper-Jacob equation is not valid
at this distance due to r2S/Tt>0.1 but the calculated distance is given here for comparison purposes;
the actual radius of influence would be seater) (Table 6).
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Using the measured pressure at 3820 ft, the pressure head is Pm = 1572/0.432 = 3639 ft.
Measured. from the base of the injection zone, the elevation head is 6310 - 3820 = 2490 ft and the
total head is H,, = 3639 + 2490 = 6129 ft. With the other parameters in Tables 3 and 5 of the
application, the critical head difference is AH, = 6144/.997 - 6129 = 33.6 ft and the radius of
influence is 16,000 ft (use of the Cooper-Jacob equation is not valid at this distance due to r2S/Tt>O.1
but the calculated distance is given here for comparison purposes; the actual radius of influence would
be greater) (Table 6).

Similarly, using a gradient of .411 psi/ft to calculate pressure at the bottom of the injection
zone in Christensen Ranch 18-3, gives 2665 psi at 6484 ft.(Table 4 of the application). Dividing this
pressure by the fluid gradient then gives the "head" in the injection zone as 6169 ft. This result is
independent of the measured pressure. Using an injection zone head of 6169 ft and the parameters
given in Tables 3 and 4 of the application, the critical head difference is AHc = 6306/.997 - 6169 =
156 ft and the radius of influence is 1080 ft (Table 6), within rounding error of the result reported in
Table 4 of the application.

Using the 0.411 psi/ft gradient to the top of the injection zone, the pressure at the top of the
injection zone is P, = 0.411 • 3998 = 1643 psi. The total head is H, = (-3998 -
-6484) + 1643/0.432 = 6289 ft. This results in a critical head difference of AHc = 6306/.997 - 6290 =
35 ft and a radius of influence of influence of 14,200 ft (Table 6) (use of the Cooper-Jacob equation is
not valid at this distance due to r2S/Tt>0.1 but the calculated distance is given here for comparison
purposes; the actual radius of influence would be greater).

Table 6. Radii of Influence for Different Estimates of Injection Zone Pressures

Date Christensen Christensen
__ . Ranch 18-3 Ranch DW No. I

Pressure Gradient to 1,080 1,560
Bottom of Injection Zone
Pressure Gradient to 14,200* 14,900*
Top of Injection Zone
Measured Pressures 5,440 16,000"
and Fluid Gradients I

*Use of the Cooper-Jacob equation is not valid at this distance due to r2S[1t>0.1 but the calculated
distance is given here for comparison purposes.
Note: measured pressures were close to the top of the injection zone.

A "static BHP" of 1,603 psi was measured in Christensenl8-3 at a gauge depth of 3,950 feet
below surface and a temoerature of 119' F (Harlan and Associates. 1999i. Aonendix C. -. 2 and
Bottom-Hole Pressure Report). This yields a gradient of 0.4058 psi/ft. The pressure at the bottom of
the injection zone is Pb = 1603 + (-3950 - -6484) • 0.432 = 2698 psi. The head is then Hb =
2698/0.432 = 6245 ft referenced to. the base of the injection zone or H, = (-3950 - -6484) +
1603/0.432 = 6245 ft referenced to the depth of the measured pressure. The critical head difference is
AH, = 6306/.997 - 6245 =- 80 ft and the radius of influence is 5,440 ft (Table 6).

Using a "pressure gradient" to calculate head within an aquifer gives different results
depending on the depth at which the pressure is calculated. If the "pressure gradient" is less than the
fluid gradient, then shallower depths have higher heads than greater depths and there would be a
downward vertical gradient in the aquifer. Such a gradient would violate the assumptions underlying
the radius of influence calculation in WQRR, Chapter 13, Section 5(b)(iv) (A). The equation in WQRR,
Chapter 13, Section 5(b)(iv)(A) is based on the Cooper-Jacob approximation of the Theis non-
equilibrium well equation (Cooper and Jacob, 1946). A basic assumption of the Theis equation is that
flow within the aquifer is horizontal (e.g., Todd, 1980, p. 124), which implies no vertical head
differences within the aquifer. An equivalent assumption of radial flow with no sources or sinks
within a control volume is required for derivation of the comparable diffusivity equation (Lee and
others, 2003, p. 2-3). Because the assumption of constant head within the injection zone is inherent in
use of the equation in WQRR, Chapter 13, Section 5 (b)(iv) (A), please recalculate the head in the
injection zone using the ptessures measured in each well and the injection zone fluid gradients rather
than the "pressure gradient".
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g) Estimating head in the lowermost USDW is a challenge. At Christensen Ranch even identifying the
lowermost USDW is a challenge. The very high percentage of monitor wells in the State Engineer's
Office's (SEO) water tights database associated with uranium mining makes it difficult to infer depths
to productive aquifers. In any.case, most of the wells, including the monitor wells, are less than 500
feet deep. The deepest water wells within a few miles of Christensen Ranch ate coal-bed methane
(CBM) production wells completed in the Big George coal of the Tongue River Member in the upper
Fort Union Formation. These well depths range from 1,300 ft to 1,750 ft. Geophysical logs for oil
wells in the area indicate there ate only minor, probably discontinuous sandstones in the Fort Union
Formation within dominantly fine-grained rocks below the Big George. The Lebo Shale Member of
the Fort Union Formation extends from the base of the Tongue River Member to the top of the
Tullock Member, which is near the top of the injection zone. Some of Gillette's (Wester, Wetstein and
Associates, 1994) and Wright's (Wester, Wetstein and Associates, 2006) water wells tap the
discontinuous sandstones in the Lebo and the same would be theoretically possible at Christensen
Ranch. Heads in the Lebo are uncertain because none of the water wells neat Christensen Ranch are
completed in the member.

Water levels in deeper water wells near Chnistensen Ranch suggest relatively deep water levels
in the Lebo Shale Member. Depths to water in CBM wells near Christensen Ranch reported to the
SEO range from 0 to 1,522 feet. There are no producing wells in the sections adjacent to the disposal
wells and water level data for most of the shut-in wells are not known. Many of the permitted CBM
wells have not yet been drilled. Sections 9 and 16 of Township 44 North, Range 77 West, have
abundant data for CBM wells and are about 3 '/2 miles east of Christensen Ranch 18-3 and
Christensen DW No. 1. In section 9, the shallowest depth to water in the CBM wells is 385 feet and
the median of the shallowest 10 is 461 feet. These levels likely represent pre- or early development
water levels. 12 wells have depths to water greater than 1,000 ft and the median for all 32 wells in
section 9 is 872 ft. In section 16, the shallowest 4 of 18 water levels ate 123, 162, 403, and 426 feet
and the median of all wells is 579 feet. Three wells have water levels more than 1,000 ft deep. Depths
to water in the deepest wells in nearby sections include (from the SEO water rights database):

* 290 ft in a 1,010 ft deep stock well in section 3, T44N, R76W (UW39112);
0 115 ft in a 550 ft deep monitor well in section 6, T44N, R76W (UW88944);
* 134 ft in a 610 ft deep monitor well in section 7, T44N, R76W (UW91256);
* 50 ft in a 700 ft deep domestic well in section 8, T44N, R76W (UW30368);
* 179 feet in a 750 ft deep monitor well in section 17, T44N, R76W (UW96229);
* 177 ft in a 630 ft deep monitor well in section 18, T44N, R76W (UW91242);
• 240 ft in a 525 ft deep monitor well in section 1, T44N, R77W (UW100157);
* 241 ft in a 600 ft deep monitor well in section 2, T44N, R77W (UW100153);
v 270 ft in a 733 ft deep stock well in section 13, T44N, R77W (UW70968); and
• 140 ft in a 640 ft deep well in section 36, T45N, R77W (UW29244).

In the August 2009 annual report by Cogema Mining for Permit to Mine Nol 478, the potentiometric
surface of the "deep sand" was below that of the ore zone and at about 4,550 ft elevation at
Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 and 4,560 ft elevation at Christensen Ranch 18-3. Depths to water
would be 124 and 240 ft, respectively. If the deeper depths to water in the CBM wells indicates a
downward gradient continuing into the Lebo, then depths to water in the Lebo would likely be greater
than about 300 feet.
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In a study of the Fort Union, Lance, and Fox Hills aquifers in the Powder River Basin,
Hotchkiss and Levings (1986, Fig. 34) developed a regional water budget which has the Tullock
aquifer receiving leakage from the overlying Lebo confining layer and from the underlying upper Hell
Creek (Lance) confining layer. The Tongue River aquifer leaks into the Lebo. This is evidence for a
lower head in the Tullock than in the Lebo and a lower head in the Lebo than in the Tongue River.
Although the Hotchkiss and Levings (1986) potentiomettic surface map of the Tullock has no data
near Christensen Ranch, the Christensen Ranch disposal wells are located between the 4,400 and
4,600 feet contours of head in the Lebo. Linear interpolation gives heads of about 4,530 feet above
mean sea level at both disposal wells. For elevations of 4,674 ft at Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 and
4,800 ft at Christensen Ranch 18-3, this gives depths to water in the Lebo of 144 ft and 270 ft,
respectively. These results are remarkably similar to those for the "deep sand" and consequently are
probably minima for depths to water in the lower Lebo sandstones.

The application used a different approach to estimating head in the lowermost USDW. The
.411 psi/ft "pressure gradient" derived from pressure measurements in the injection zone was used to
estimate pressure in a sandstone bed approximately 170 or 220 ft shallower than the injection zone
(Table 3 of the application with a justification on p. 12). This results in a calculated depth to water of
178 ft for Christensen Ranch 18-3 and 166 ft for Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 (page 12 of this
application). However, hydraulic gradients in deep aquifers are probably less than topographic
gradients. The difference in surface elevations for Christensen Ranch 18-3 and Christensen Ranch
DW No. 1 is 126 ft so a difference in depth to water of only 12 ft implies a hydraulic gradient not
much different than the topographic gradient. In contrast, the 116 ft difference in depth to water for
the "deep sand" indicates the hydraulic gradient is much less than the topographic (though
intentionally smoothed by contouring). Given these circumstances, it seems more reasonable to rely
on the grossly generalized potentiometric contours for the Lebo of Hotchkiss and Levings (1986).
Because use of the 0.411 psi/ft gradient is not valid for the injection zone, it would also not be valid
for the lowermost USDW. Moreover, using a gradient calculated for the injection zone that is less
than the fluid gradient (p. 12 of application) merely ensures that the calculated head in the USDW will
be greater than that in the injection zone. It would be preferable to determine whether head in the
lowermost USDW is greater or less than that in the injection zone by more objective methods.

• The differences in the radii of influence for different assumptions of head in the lowermost
USDW are large. For example, for Christensen Ranch 18-3 changing the depth to water in the
lowermost USDW from 178 ft to 270 ft, changes AH, from 156 to 64 ft and the radius of influence
from 1,084 ft to 7,071 ft (use of the Cooper-Jacob equation is not valid at this distance due to
r2S/Tt>0.1 but the calculated distance is given here for comparison purposes; the actual radius of
influence would be greater). For Christensen Ranch DW No. 1, changing the depth to water from 166
ft to 144 ft changes AH, from 159 to 181 ft and the radius of influence from 1,563 ft to 1,039 ft.
Please recalculate the radii of influence using the Lebo data in Hotchkiss and Levings (1986).

h) Uncertainties in the permeability and thickness of the injection zone (see question 1 above) result
in large uncertainties in the radii of influence. Permeabilities determined from pressure fall-off tests
vary by a factor of 4, or by at least a factor of 2 if the first test results are excluded (Table 7). The
-analyses were performed by the same consultant. In both disposal wells, the permeabilities determined
in the first tests, soon after well completion, were much higher than in all subsequent tests. Based on
all four and on the three most recent test results for each well, permeabilities have declined with time.
The permeability used for calculation of the radii of influence in the application, 9.7 roD, is close to
the average for Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 butwould be unrealistic if the decline in permeability is
due to gradual plugging or some other temporal process rather than to random measurement errors
fluctuating about a constant mean value.
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Table 7. Tullock and Lance Permeabilities in Christensen Ranch
Disposal Wells (milliDarcy)

Date Christensen Christensen
Ranch 18-3 Ranch DW No. 1

December 1998 20.0 /27.7
December 1999 17.1 /18.2
October 2000 7.5/7.3
August 2001 6,3/8.1
September 2002 4.3 / 4.7
December 2003 6.3/7.6
October 2009 3.3 / 3.4 5.2 / 4.6

Homer Analysis/Type Curve Analysis

To test the sensitivity of the radius of influence calculation to permeability, radii were
calculated for three cases:.

1) With the parameters in Tables 3, 4, and 5 of the application,
2) With the parameters in Tables 3, 4, and 5 of the application except for the most recent Homer

penneabilities of 3.3 mD for Christensen Ranch 18-3 and 5.2 mD for Christensen Ranch DW

No. 1,
3) With the parameters in Tables 3, 4, and 5 of the application except for the most recent Homer

perrmeabilities and for historically used net injection zone thicknesses of 300 ft.
As shown in Table 8, the radii of influence vary by a factor of 10. After recalculating the radius of
influence in accordance with items 2 .a through 2.e, above, please include a short discussion of the
range of radii of influence for reasonable values of the parameters.

Table 5. Radii of Influence for Different Permeabilities and
Net Injection Zone Thicknesses

Date Christensen Christensen
Ranch 18-3 Ranch DW No. I

Parameters as in 1,084 1,563
Application 10-219
Smaller Permeabilities 5,610 4,480.
Smaller Permeabilities 12,000* 11,940*
and Thicknesses

*Use of the Cooper-Jacob equation is not valid at this distance due to r7S!ft>0.1 but the calculated
distance is given here for comparison purposes.

Uranium One Response

Question 2(a)
The table referenced by WDEQ on page 7 of the permit application indicates the top and bottom
of the injection zones at each respective well. These depths are defined by the top and bottom
of effective sandstone intervals.

The perforation depths referenced by WDEQ from Harlan and Associates (1999a, 1999b) are
correct. Perforating activities were conducted to allow communication with the dominant sand
intervals, but the tops and bottoms of perforations do not define the limit of fluid emplacement
within these sand zones. Standard industry practice does not require that an entire reservoir
unit be perforated from the top to the bottom. For example, a 10 foot perforation zone may be
more than sufficient to communicate fully with a 20 foot reservoir unit. In the case of the
injection zone at Christensen Ranch, many sands exhibit a fining-upward sequence. Therefore,
10 feet of perforations near the base of a 20 foot-thick sand would be a more preferred location
to perforate this sand interval. Although limited partial penetration effects could occur when
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non-radial flow takes place in each flow unit, the net effective porosity thickness and
permeability thickness will not be defined strictly by perforation gun lengths, but by reservoir
units.

From the wireline logs at CR 18-3 and DW No. 1, the tops of the uppermost permitted
sandstone intervals occur at 4,009 feet RKB and 3,818 feet RKB, respectively. At CR 18-3, the
uppermost perforated interval occurs at 4,022 to 4,048 feet RKB. The sand interval is defined
from depths of 4,009 to 4,057 feet RKB. This perforation zone falls 13 feet from the top and 9
feet from the bottom and allows communication with the entire sand interval. Similarly, the
uppermost perforation at CR DW No. 1 occurs from 3,831 to 3,868 feet RKB. The sand interval
that is accepting fluid occurs from 3,818 feet to 3,868 feet RKB.

Tables 1 and 2 in this document provide a summary of perforation depths and sand intervals at
CR 18-3 and CR DW No. 1, respectively.

Uranium One asserts that there is no need for modification of the top and base of the injection
zones presented in the table from Page 7 of the permit application. Perforations for the
permitted wells not yet installed will be placed such that communication with the uppermost
sandstone intervals at CR DW No. 2 and CR DW No. 3 (estimated at approximately 3,831 feet
RKB) is achieved. It is important to note that depths of perforations do not define waste
movement into the injection interval. Waste movement is controlled by the top and bottom of
the more permeable sandstone intervals.

Question 2(b)

Lacking other data, Uranium One will utilize a more conservative value of 1,690 mg/L for the
injection zone. This is the average value of TDS from the two DST samples collected from CR
18-3.

It is noted that the difference between 2,460 mg/L in the injection zone versus a value 1,690
mg/L does not make a scientifically valid difference in the calculation of the density of the
injection zone fluid, especially considering the level of uncertainty that is involved in the input
parameters (temperature, pressure, and TDS) used for calculating the density for AOR
calculations. Assuming pressure and temperature remain constant (2,157 psi and 1390 F, for
the case of CR 18-3), fluid densities calculated based on Crewes (2010) for a TDS of 2,460
mg/L is 0.9919 g/cm 3 and 0.9914 g/cm 3 for 1,690 mg/L. In terms of the level of uncertainty
involved in the measurement of a representative formation sample in a stratified and
heterogeneous injection zone, it is unlikely, without extensive testing, to establish the formation
salinity to a precision beyond 2 significant figures (i.e., 1,700 mg/L, ±100 mg/L).

It is also noted that a 100 mg/L variation in TDS for injection zone fluid produces a difference of
approximately only 0.1 psi over a depth of 3,800 feet. The density difference between fluids
varying by 100 mg/L TDS is approximately 7 x 10-5 g/cm 3, and a fluid gradient of 0.433 psi/ft
was assumed (7 x 10-5 [specific gravity term] x 0.433 psi/ft x 3,800 feet = 0.1 psi). Therefore,
even a 1,000 mg/L variation in the TDS assumption for injection zone fluid would only account
for a 1 psi difference in the injection zone. Considering that the accuracy and resolution of
downhole pressure measurements is on the order of 5 psi (or higher), a difference of 1 psi
pressure in the injection zone is probably not discernible.

Uranium One would like to stress that it does not agree with the level of precision required in
recent UIC permit documents and comments (specifically related to the presentation of fluid
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density to the ten-thousandths digit), due to the underlying uncertainties involved in parameter
estimation, as indicated in the above example. However, it is understood that attempts to
characterize small differences present in the system make such calculations of some use to
characterize possible downhole relationships.

Uranium One would also like to note that WDEQ's discussion of possible potassium
contamination indicates a level of confidence in discounting the data that may not be warranted.
It is noted that although we agree data quality are limited, various ratios might also be used to
discount the mud contamination hypotheses.

Question 2(c)

Uranium One acknowledges a parameter input error in calculation of fluid densities, though the
differences in results are minor. An updated table of AOR and formational parameters is
provided in this document at Table 3. The updated injection zone fluid densities for CR 18-3,
CR DW No. 1, and DW No. 2 and DW No. 3 are 0.991 g/cm 3, 0.992 g/cm 3, and 0.992 g/cm 3,
respectively. These changes also reflect the updated assumed TDS value of 1,690 mg/L, as
requested by WDEQ and presented in the response to question 2(b).

Question 2(d)

Uranium One has recalculated the injection zone head for CR DW No. 1 according to WDEQ's
request, and reflecting the revised fluid density gradients. Updated AOR parameters are
presented in Table 3 and AOR calculations for CR 18-3, CR DW No. 1, and CR DW No. 2 and
No. 3, are presented in Tables 4, 5, and 6, respectively. These tables account for all
modifications presented in this response. A more detailed discussion of the AOR methodology
presented in this document is provided in the response to question 2(g).

Injection zone heads have been recalculated incorporating the revised injection zone fluid
gradients, presented in Tables 4 through 6. The calculated injection zone head at CR 18-3 is
6,259 feet, at CR DW No. 1 is 6,146 feet, and at CR DW No. 2 and No. 3 is 6,144 feet.

Question 2(e)

As previously discussed, Uranium One does not dispute the usage of the "G" term in the AOR
calculations as the density ratio between injection zone and USDW fluid densities. Tables 4
through 6 present AOR calculations for the disposal wells. The calculation method for COI
incorporates the presence of mud in potential oil and gas boreholes, as detailed further in the
response to question 2(g). This mud column pressure is normalized to the fluid gradient of the
USDW fluid (0.431 psi/ft) and multiplied by the 4TrKH/2.3Q term in the exponent (x) calculation
(see Tables 4 through 6). Thus, there is no need to utilize the density ratio, "G", in calculations
presented in this response.

Question 2(f)

An original reservoir pressure gradient of 0.411 psi/ft was based on an average of reservoir
pressure from several well tests at CR 18-3 and CR DW No. 1. As WDEQ correctly pointed out,
the measured pressure at CR DW No. 1 from 1999 was 1,572 psi at a depth of 3,819 feet,
which equates to a pressure gradient of 0.4116 psi/ft. It is noted that this level of precision is
unwarranted. Recognizing that the accuracy level of a downhole pressure gage is on the order
of several psi (or more), the use of a pressure gradient of 0.411 psi/ft yields identical results in
terms of scientific precision. If the pressure had been measured at 1,569 psi, the calculated
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pressure gradient is still 0.411 psi/ft. However, as requested, rounding errors have been
reduced by carrying numerical precision through an Excel spreadsheet.

Uranium One has updated Tables 4 through 6 of this document utilizing measured pressures at
each well and to calculate head at the top of the injection zones. As the depths at CR DW No. 2
and DW No. 3 are similar to CR DW No. 1, the pressure measured from DW No. 1 is utilized for
these wells that have yet to be installed. Calculations have been updated in accordance with
the approach presented by WDEQ. This assumes a homogeneous aquifer where pressure at
the base is defined by the fluid gradient from the top of the zone to the base. WDEQ is correct
in pointing out that the assumptions inherent in the Theis analysis are a homogeneous aquifer
and no vertical head differences. Considering the stratified and heterogeneous alluvial
deposition system that composes the injection zone, these assumptions are not realistic and
probably lead to an overestimate of pressure rise. This is because there are not absolute no-
flow boundaries at the top and bottom of the net-thickness assumed in calculations.

Question 2(q)

Estimating head in the lowermost USDW is a challenging task at Christensen Ranch. Uranium
One disagrees with the approach presented by WDEQ of identifying available water level data
(e.g., in the Big George coal, or relatively shallow wells near Gillette that are completed in the
Lebo Shale Member of the Fort Union) and using these data to infer depths to the lowermost
USDW at Christensen Ranch. The fact that there are no wells completed into the sandstone
intervals overlying the injection zone does not preclude the fact that these zones are the
lowermost USDWs at the Christensen Ranch disposal wellfield. The identification and
characterization of USDWs is not dependent on having available data on water levels. Uranium
One also rejects the identification of the Big George, or any associated data for the Big George,
as having any bearing on the water level in the lowermost USDW at the site.

As presented in the hydrologic report by Clarey (2009), drawdown in the CBM coal seams and
neighboring sandstone intervals was evaluated. While there is significant observed drawdown
in the Big George in the central portion of the Powder River Basin, the level of drawdown
relative to adjacent overlying sandstone intervals generally is an order of magnitude or less
compared to the drawdown in the pumped coal seam. As the stratigraphic section of the lower
Wasatch Formation and upper Fort Union is a complex and heterogeneous system of stratified
fluvial deposits, the propagation of drawdown away from the coal seam (if even observed at all)
is dampened with vertical distance away from the coal seam through multiple sequences of
sand and shale. As the Big George is located at depths ranging from approximately 1,300 to
1,700 feet near Christensen Ranch, the potential impact of these activities on the lowermost
USDW (the sands above the injection zone and below 3,000 feet) is negligible. The attached
Figure 2, reproduced from Clarey (2009), shows the hydrographs at a well cluster monitoring
the Big George and several overlying sandstone intervals in Section 36, T43N, R74W,
approximately 15 miles southwest of Christensen Ranch. From this figure, it can be observed
that during CBM activities, the Big George coal was drawn down more than 400 ft, but there is
no discernible response in the four sand intervals located 124 to 744 feet above the coal seams.
While there are no data monitored or reported in Clarey (2009) from underlying sands below the
coal seams, it is reasonable to assume that the dampening of drawdown above the coal seam is
also occurring to a similar degree at depths below the coal.

Additionally, any reference to CBM water levels must include a disclaimer that these wells do
not represent static water level conditions, as CBM activity by the nature of extraction draws
down the aquifer. In terms of the level of confinement of the Big George, this unit can be
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considered a confined unit, albeit leaky relative to adjacent sand zones, and no literature has
speculated that this drawdown could be any potential impact on water levels in the Tullock or
Lebo Shale Member overlying the injection zone.

Uranium One stands behind the originally asserted position that the measured pressures near
the top of the injection zone can be utilized to ascertain the level to which water would rise to in
a well completed in the sandstone intervals overlying the approximately 300 feet thick sequence
of shales that provide upper confinement. Unlike the transition into the overpressured shales of
the Cretaceous section underlying the Fox Hills Sandstone, there is no discernible change in
reservoir pressure (or reservoir pressure gradient) over a distance of approximately 300 feet.
Therefore, extrapolating the measured reservoir pressure in the injection zone several hundred
feet higher in the section is the most reasonable scientific approach to estimate water levels at
this depth, lacking any actual water level data. In terms of evaluating endangerment to potential
USDWs, it is the potential vertical migration into the lowermost sandstone interval that should be
evaluated.

Recognizing this fact, it is of critical importance to define the hypothetical vertical pathways
through which fluid can migrate vertically. The potential for structural discontinuities through the
confining zone or fluid flow through faults is not a concern at Christensen Ranch, owing to the
relatively minimal potential structural offset (tens of feet, at the most) and the clay smear that is
expected to develop along any potential faults in this shale sequence. Therefore, the case of a
vertical fluid migration up an oil and gas well (active, shut-in, or plugged and abandoned) is the
circumstance that must be considered to evaluate USDW endangerment. The following
discussion details the methodology for calculation of CO distances that consider the case of
wellbore mud in the artificial penetrations near the Christensen Ranch disposal wellfield.

Consideration of USDW Endangerment for AOR Calculations, Mud-in-Borehole

The following discussion presents methodologies for AOR calculations. Uranium One is
presenting the cone of influence (COI) calculations and calculated critical pressure rise that
accounts for the drilling mud that is documented (WOCGG records) and in place in the nearby
oil and gas wells that are the only hypothetical vertical migration pathway present. These
calculations are based on a mud-filled wellbore that account for the relatively high density of
drilling mud compared to connate brine, but does not consider the gel-strength of thixotropic
drilling mud. It is noted that the exclusion of gel strength for mud represents a conservative
assumption.

In the WDEQ correspondence from July 9, 2010, WDEQ presents the unrealistic case of fresh
water in the borehole communicating to a shallow USDW with an artificially lowered
potentiometric surface as the scenario to consider for evaluation of potential USDW
endangerment. With the assumptions presented by WDEQ, this evaluation could lead to an
infinite CO calculation, owing to the lack of fluid density and original reservoir pressure
differential between the injection zone and USDW. Uranium One has taken a more detailed and
rigorous approach to the CO calculations and determined that all artificial penetrations (oil and
gas wells) within a 3-mile radius of the property center are deep penetrations (greater than
9,500 feet, to the Shannon Sandstone and Parkman Members) with relatively heavy drilling mud
present in the borehole to ground surface.

Table 7 presents a listing of oil and gas wells within an approximately 3-mile radius of the
Christensen Ranch property center (see Figure 1). Drilling mud weights were documented from
open-hole wireline log headers available from the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
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Commission (WOGCC) website and are included in this table. Due to the relatively
overpressured reservoir conditions of the Upper Cretaceous section (i.e., Shannon), heavier
drilling mud is required to control any potential well at these depths. A more detailed discussion
of mud weight is provided in the response to Question 3. Mud weights within a 3-mile radius
generally are 9.3 pounds per gallon (lb/gal) or higher, and documented mud weights range from
8.6 lb/gal to 10.2 lb/gal. While the single value of 8.6 lb/gal may represent a suspect
measurement (the next lowest mud weight is 9.0 lb/gal), Uranium One is utilizing this minimized
mud weight for COl calculations as a conservative assumption. It is noted that the closest
existing oil and gas well in Section 7, T44N, R76W (API No. 4901920422, approximately 1,600
feet northwest of CR DW No. 1) has a documented mud weight of 9.8 lb/gal. The conservative
assumed mud weight of 8.6 lb/gal is present in only one well (API No. 4901920236, Section 19,
T44N, R76W), located approximately 1.2 miles south of CR 18-3. It is noted that the critical
pressure rise between a mud column of 9.8 lb/gal versus 8.6 lb/gal mud is increased by a factor
of approximately 2.7. For the case of mud in the borehole at CR 18-3, the difference between
8.6 lb/gal and 9.8 lb/gal mud is an excess pressure of 164 psi versus 413 psi from the top of the
injection zone at this well.

The consideration of mud in the borehole is an accepted industry practice, having been
accepted by EPA (specifically Region VI), and detailed in academic literature (Collins, 1986;
Johnston and Knape, 1986). WDEQ has used this assumption as part of the statement of basis
for Class I UIC permits issued in 2009 (i.e., Class I UIC 09-586 and Draft Permit 09-567).

As previously discussed, in order for fluid to migrate vertically and potentially impact overlying
USDWs, fluid in the injection zone must overcome the hydrostatic pressure of the mud column
to enter the borehole and move vertically. Tables 4 through 6 present revised COI calculations
that consider this scenario, as well as the ultimate limit of emplace waste (ULEW) calculations,
which vary slightly from the original permit application due to the reduction in injection zone
thickness, detailed in the response to question 1 (a) and 1(b).

The excess pressure of mud in the borehole calculated values for CR 18-3, CR DW No. 1, and
CR DW No. 2 and No. 3 are 164 psi, 134 psi, and 134 psi, respectively. Normalizing this fluid
column of mud to the density of the USDW fluid gradient, this is equivalent to an equivalent
column of 380 feet, 310 feet, and 311 feet of USDW fluid above ground surface, respectively.
The COI for these scenarios, or the radius within which injection pressure at distance from an
injection well is greater than the weight of the mud column above the injection zone is 15'feet,
107 feet, and 105 feet, for CR 18-3, CR DW No. 1, and CR DW No. 2 and No. 3, respectively
(see Tables 4 through 6).

The calculated ULEW for CR 18-3, CR DW No. 1, and CR DW No. 2 and DW No. 3 are 488
feet, 507 feet, and 507 feet, respectively. Hence, the ¼A-mile AOR still applies to the disposal
wells at the site.

Question 2(h)

Please see the response to Question 1 (d) above. The permeability-thickness product of
interest is discussed more fully in that response.
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3. Wells that Penetrate Confininq Zone

3. Wells that Penetrate Confining Zone (Chapter 13. Section 5.b.x):
Records provided in the application for Pen-nit 88-545 identified several uncased wells with undocumented or
inadequate plugs and no records were provided for some other uncased wells (Table 9). There may be
additional wells of concern in the vicinity of the disposal wells.

Table 9. Select Uncased Wells Penetrating the Confining Zone
Within 12,000 Feet of a Disposal Well

API No. Location Well Depth Bottom of Plug at Top of Distance from
(feet) - Casing Tullock? Disposal Well

49-019-20422 Sec 7, T44N, R76W 9,800 533 unknown 1,200
49-005-24736 Sec 9, T44N, R76W 10,000 404 no 8,500
49-005-24819 Sec 9, T44N, R76W 9,850 327 no 8,500
49-005-26478 Sec 16, T44N, R76W 9,740 1,522 unknown 10,900
49-019-20457 Sec 17, T44N, R76W 9,790 811 unknown 5,900
49-019-20310 Sec 11, T44N, R76W 10.047 408 unknown 10,350

Shaded intervals indicate possible conduits through potential confining zones.

a) For any wells which penetrate the top of the Tullock withdn the recalculated radius of influence,
please prepare a corrective action plan for preventing movement of fluid out of the injection zone
into overlying aquifers through abandoned wells. Wells may be added or subtracted from the plan as
calculations of the radii of influence change with the results from annual pressure fall-off tests. It may
also be helpful to identify those wells that pose no threat due to cemented long-strng casing and/or
cement plugs between the Tullock and overlying aquifers and to document the evidence in some
tabular format.

Uranium One Response

Uranium One acknowledges that the oil and gas wells noted by WDEQ to be near the CR
disposal wellfield do not contain cement plugs above the injection zone. The absence of
cement plugs at the top of the injection zone does not, however, present a potential vertical fluid
migration pathway due to the presence of relatively dense gelled drilling mud that is present in
the annulus between the long-string casing and the formation (see the response to question
2(g) for literature references and regulatory acceptance of this approach). Standard local
drilling practices and state WOGCC data support this assertion.

Calculations that consider the presence of mud in the boreholes of nearby oil and gas wells are
presented in this document (see response to Question 2(g)) to demonstrate that the potential
pressure rise due to injection in the Christensen Ranch disposal wells cannot overcome the
mud weight that is present in the wellbores at any identified oil and gas wells within a 3-mile
radius of the property (see Table 7). Thus, these wells do not present an endangerment
concern for potential USDWs. As was noted in the response to 2(g), a calculation considering
mud in the borehole is an accepted method to demonstrate the lack of vertical migration
potential by EPA and WDEQ (Class I UIC permit 09-586).

The following is a discussion of mud weights and typical drilling practices in the Powder River
Basin (PRB). All wells identified near the Christensen Ranch disposal wellfield are completed to
the sandstone members of the Mesaverde, primarily the Shannon Sandstone. Drilling practices
in the PRB require that drilling rigs "mud-up" prior to entry into the overpressured shales of the
Cretaceous section. Once this occurs, the heavier drilling mud that is required to keep the well
under control will remain in the borehole. As cement is pumped at depth into the casing for well
completion or plugging, the cement displaces the mud upward in the annulus. Wireline log

. . ...........__ ... Lu fL-
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headers for wells within a 3-mile radius of the Christensen Ranch disposal wellfield property
center were evaluated for mud weight and are presented in Table 7. Mud weights average
approximately 9.3 lb/gal, with a range of 8.6 lb/gal to 10.2 lb/gal. The closest well (API No. 49-
019-20422) has a mud weight of 9.8 lb/gal. Copies of these records are included as Attachment
A. The following is a schematic diagram of the closest well located in Section 7, T44N, R77W,
approximately 1,600 feet northwest of CR DW No. 1 from available information. As can be seen
from the diagram, heavy mud is present within the annulus of the long-string casing to surface.
It is likely that lighter mud (e.g., 9.0 lb/gal) was utilized to drill and install surface casing (set at
533 feet bgs for the identified well), but the presence of this mud above cement does not affect
the weight of fluid column from the mud overlying the injection zone.

Simplified Schematic Diagram of
Well TMU H-7-B (API No. 19-20422)

Ground Surface

Surface casing cement Surface Casing to 533 ft

Long-string casing

Cement above
Shannon Sandstone

TD, 9,800 ft

Note: Drawing not to scale

4. Water Quality of the Discharae

4. Water Quality of the Discharge (Chapter 13. Section 5.b.v.A):
The concentration ranges for the discharge estimated in Exhibit 0 of the application for Permit 88-545 and
reported during operation of Christensen Ranch 18-3 and Christensen Ranch DW No. 1 are summarized in
Table 10.
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Table 10. Water Quality of Discharge

Analyte Permit 88-545 Permit 88-545 Quarterly Reports Quarterly Reports
Maximum Minimum 2000-2005 Maximum 2000-2005 Minimum

pH (log units) 9.0 6.0 9.1 . 6.6
Total Dissolved 25,000 1,500 20,200 4,480
Solids
Uranium 15 <0.10 14.3 0.29
"Radium (pCi/L) 1,500 <1.0 1,670 289

Sodium 7,500 500
Alkalinity 3,570 569
Bicarbonate 7,500 1,000
Chloride 1,200 100
Sulfate 12,000 250
Concentrations are in mg/L unless otherwise noted.

a) If the ranges above will not apply to the discharge when operations resume at the Christensen
Ranch and Irigaray Ranch uranium mines, please provide updated estimates of the expected ranges.

Uranium One Response

Uranium One requests the same ranges of concentrations for injectate previously approved
under Class I UIC 00-340. These ranges are expected to cover all potential operating
conditions at Christensen Ranch (i.e., production and restoration). As the disposal wells are
non-hazardous, there is no regulatory basis for the bracketing of constituents beyond ensuring
the compliance to non-hazardous waste definition. Therefore, Uranium One requests the
following permit conditions for injectate water quality, which will be analyzed quarterly, in
accordance with the previously issued permit conditions of Class I UIC 00-340 (listed on page 7
of UIC 00-340 Permit, Section, Part I, number 6).

Parameters to be Analyzed Quarterly and Permit Limits (from UIC 00-340)

Analyte Permit Limit

Total Dissolved Solids (mg/L) No Limit

Total Alkalinity (mg/L) No Limit

Natural Uranium 65 mg/L

Radium-226 No Limit

pH >2.0, <11.0

It is noted that the ranges specified by WDEQ in Table 10 of the July 9, 2010 correspondence
represent data from 2000 to 2005, during which time the activities at Christensen Ranch were
primarily focused on groundwater restoration: Higher concentrations of most constituents were
observed during mining operations (pre-2000). Maximum production was achieved during 1996
and 1997 when typical TDS concentrations for the disposal well brine ranged from 13,000 to
26,000 mg/I. Quarterly data prior to 2000 are limited.
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Table 1. Injection Zone Thickness Calculations, Christensen Ranch 18-3

Sand Sand Interval, Neutron Weighted I
Interval, Top Bottom Gross Net Pay Porosity Porosity

(ft RKB) (ft RKB) Pay (ft) (ft) (%) by Zone Perf Top I Perf Bottom

4009 4057 48 48 25 1.45 4022 4048
4066 4074 8 8 26 0.25 4065 4072
4090 4096 6 6 20 0.14
4136 4142 6 6 20 0.14
4146 4152 6 6 26 0.19 4144 4150
4185 4216 31 24 24 0.69 4184 4212
4276 4284 8 8 26 0.25 4274 4278
4290 4308 18 15 25 0.45 4288 4304
4315 4322 7 7 24 0.20 4313 4320
4340 4371 31 31 25 0.93 4343 4369
4400 4407 7 7 23 0.19
4416 4426 10 10 24 0.29 4414 4423
4460 4498 38 36 22 0.96 4462-4480 4485-4492
4554 4582 28 22 21 0.56 4553-4562 4575-4579
4592 4618 26 20 25 0.60 4590 4596
4709 4732 23 21 25 0.63 4708 4723
4738 4749 11 9 23 0.25 4738 4742
4772 4780 8 8 23 0.22 I
4786 4800 14 11 25 0.33
4809 4834 25 25 25 0.75 4811 4826
4896 4906 10 9 25 0.27 __. ....._

4942 4950 8 8 24 0.23 4941 4947
4958 4974 16 16 25 0.48 4960 4970
4980 4990 10 8 24 0.23
5028 5043 15 15 24 0.43
5058 5076 18 16 24 0.46 I
5087 5102 15 11 21 0.28
5165 5192 27 27 22 0.72 5168 5192
5244 5258 14 14 23 0.39 5244 5258
5281 5304 23 23 22 0.61 5282 5302
5314 5338 24 22 23 0.61 5313-5321 5328-5335
5354 5368 14 12 24 0.35
5396 5410 14 14 21 0.35 5395-5400 5402-5407
5587 5598 11 11 22 0.29 5586-5590 5594-5596
5724 5754 30 30 22 0.80 5724 5748
5828 5842 14 14 20 0.34 5834 5840
5862 5884 22 22 19 0.50 5868 5882
5916 5941 25 25 18 0.54 5924 5938
5949 5974 25 25 22 0.66
5979 5994 15 15 20 0.36 5983 5991
6001 6019 18 18 20 0.43 6006 6016
6070 6114 44 40 22 1.06 6090 6110
6193 6232 39 35 19 0.80 6192-6198 6204-6229
6375 6406 31 31 19 0.71 6375 6404
6432 6444 12 12 17 0.25 6430 6444
6468 6496 28 28 17 0.57 6470 6495

Total Net Pi 829 22 = Ave. Weighted Porosity

Notes:
Indicates proposed additional perforations - _-

Formation Picks Based on GR/CNL Iogfgor CR 18-3 (Aug 7,_1997)
Sand porosity cutoff criteria of 8%. i I I_ _

Sand intervals identified b gamma ray values of proximatel 75 GAPI or less.A.v a . . p o r o.............. ... . .SZ ... T s T h..... ... s.)........... .............. .P......o
.Average weighted porosity = Sum of ((Zone Thickness / Total Thickness) * NeutronPosiy
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Table 2. Injection Zone Thickness Calculations, Christensen Ranch DW No. 1

I

Sand -

Sand Interval, Neutron Density Weighted Weighted
Interval, Top Bottom Gross Net Pay Porosity Porosity Neut. By Density by

(ft RKB) (ft RKB) Pay (ft) (ft) (%) (%) Zone Zone Pert Top I Pert Bottom
3820 3868 48 48 27 21 1.69 1.31 3831 3868
3884 3892 8 8 26 18 0.27 0.19 3884 3890
3898 3906 8 8 28 19 0.29 0.20 3898 3905
3930 3936 6 6 28 18 0.22 0.14
3983 4088 105 105 28 20 3.82 2.73 3986-4052 4072-4088
4106 4110 4 4 28 18 0.15 0.09
4118 4124 6 6 28 18 0.22 0.14 .....
4158 4202 44 44 27 18 1.54 1.03 4168 4202
4214 4246 32 32 25 17 1.04 0.71 4232 4244
4272 4286 14 14 28 18 0.51 0.33 4272 4286
4294 4308 14 14 28 20 0.51 0.36 4296 4308
4412 4420 8 8 30 21 0.31 0.22 4412 4420
4444 .4452 8 8 26 16 0.27 0.17 ____0_17

4542 4572 30 30 27 17 1.05 0.66 4544 4572
4584 4600 16 16 28 20 0.58 0.42 4588 4598
4670 4680 10 10 26 17 0.34 0.22 ________...

4686 4690 4 4 26 16 0.14 0.08
4738 4750 12 12 26 18 0.41 0.28 4740 4750
4762 4770 8 8 25 14 0.26 0.15
4826 4833 7 7 26 16 0.24 0.15 4826 4833
4952 4970 18 18 26 17 0.61 0.40 4952 4970
5016 5028 12 12 26 17 0.41 0.27 5018 5030
5055 5064 9 9 26 18 0.30 0.21 5056 5064
5104 5132 28 25 24 16 0.78 0.52 5106 5130
5154 5170 16 14 25 17 0.46 0.31 5156 5166
5202 5225 23 19 24 16 0.59 0.40 5202 5210
5229 5238 9 9 26 17 0.30 0.20 5218 5236
5260 5295 35 31 25 16 1.01 0.64 5280 5294
5318 5326 8 8 23 16 0.24 0.17 5318 5326
5370 5416 46 46 24 17 1.44 1.02 5382 5416
5554 5570 16 12 20 12 0.31 0.19 5555-5559 5566-5570
5575 5579 4 4 23 16 0.12 0.08 5576 5580
5658 5668 10 10 22 15 0.29 0.20 5658 5668
5754 5772 18 13 21 14 0.36 0.24 5767 5772
5828 5864 36 32 21 13 0.87 0.54 5844 5862
5882 5907 25 23 21 15 0.63 0.45 5888 5906
5942 5952 10 10 21 14 0.27 0.18 5942 5952
6008 6020 12 12 23 15 0.36 0.23 6008 6018
6038 6066 28 24 22 14 0.69 0.44 6040 6050
6252 6276 24 19 21 12 0.52 0.30 6266 6276
6290 6319 29 27 21 14 0.74 0.49 6294 6318

Total Net 769
__ _769Pay I I 25 17 = Weighted Porosity Avgs.

Notes:Indicates proposed addi-ional prao...for•...s [... ...... .. -

Formation Picks Based on GR/CNL log for CR 18-3 (Aug 7, 1997) __..... . ....__................

Sand qoro§qcmstoff criteria of 8%. . .............. .... .. ............. ...... .-....

Sand intervals identified bygoarmma ray values of appxmae~ly 75 GAPI or less.I
Averae weghte porsity= Su of (Zone Thickness ITotal Thickness) * NeutronPrst) ±______ ______
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Table 3. AOR and Formational Parameters, Christensen Ranch Disposal Wells

CR DW CR DW CR DW

CR 18-3 No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

Depth to Top of Inj. Zone (ft RKB) 4,009 3,818 3,831 3,831

Depth to Bottom of Inj. Zone (ft RKB) 6,495 6,320 6,318 6,318

Height of Kelly Bushing* 11 10 10 10

Depth to Top of Inj. Zone (ft BGS) 3,998 3,808 3,821 3,821

Depth to Bottom of Inj. Zone (ft BGS) 6,484 6,310 6,308 6,308

Net Formation Thickness (ft) 829 769 769 769

Injection Zone Midpoint (ft BGS) 5,241 5,059 5,065 5,065

Formation Pressure, Top of Inj. Zone (psi)
(utlizing 1999 measured reservoir pressure from well
testing at DW No. 1 and CR 18-3; pressure from DW
No. 1 utilized for DW No. 2 and DW No. 3) 1,622 1,567 1,572 1,572

Density of Inj. Zone Fluid, Midpoint Inj. Zone' (g/cc) 0.991 0.992 0.992 0.992

Fluid Gradient of Inj. Zone Fluid (psi/ft) 0.430 0.430 0.430 0.430
Formation Pressure, Midpoint Inj. Zone
(based on formation pressure at top of inj. Zone and
utilizing fluid gradient to the midpoint) 2,157 2,105 2,107 2,107

Assumed TDS concentration (mg/L) 1,690 1,690 1,690 1,690

Temperature, midpoint of inj. Zone 2 (deg F) 139 137 137 137

Viscosity, Inj. Zone Fluid 1 (cp) 0.48 0.49 0.49 0.49

Depth to Top of USDW (ft RKB) 3,806 3,554 3,567 3,567

Depth to Base of USDW (ft RKB) 3,840 3,598 3,611 3,611

Height of Kelly Bushing* 11 10 10 10

Depth to Top of USDW (ft BGS) 3,795 3,544 3,557 3,557

Depth to Base of USDW (ft BGS) 3,829 3,588 3,601 3,601

USDW Midpoint (ft BGS) 3,812 3,566 3,579 3,579

Density of USDW Fluid, Midpoint USDW (g/cc) 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.994

Fluid Gradient of USDW fluid (psi/ft) 0.431 0.431 0.431 0.431
Formation Pressure, Midpoint USDW (based on
formation pressure at top of inj. Zone and utilizing
USDW fluid gradient 1,542 1,463 1,468 1,468

Assumed TDS concentration (mg/L) 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600

Temperature, midpoint of USDW2 (deg F) 122 119 119 119

Note:.
* - Kelly bushing height assumed for CR DW No. 2 and CR DW No. 3.

- Fluid density and viscosity based on temperature, pressure, and TDS concentration corrected value,
vrom CREWES (http://www.crewes.com/ResearchLinks/ExplorerPrograms/FlProp/FluidProp.htm)

2 _ Temperature based on 11/6/99 temperature log; 124 deg. F at 4,011 ft and 154 deg. F at 6,459 ft.
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Table 7. Oil and Gas Wells within 3-mile Radius of Christensen Ranch Property

Well
API No. Company Name Unit Lease Sec Twp Range TD Formation Status Mud Wt

4901920127 BERENERGY CORPORATION 1 HOLLER DRAW UNIT 30 44N 76W 10100 SHANNON PA 9.3
TEXACO EXPLORATION &

4901920162 PROD 2 BEARD NCT-1 24 44N 77W 10110 SHANNON PA 9.0
YATES PETROLEUM

4901920236 CORPORATION 1 FEDERAL W-41479 19 44N 76W 10100 SHANNON PO 8.6
4901920246 KAISER FRANCIS OIL CO 1 WEBB CHRISTENSEN 18 44N 76W 9910 SHANNON PA 9.2

4901920310 WEBB RESOURCES INC 11-B ANDERSON-FEDERAL 11 44N 77W 10047 PA 9.3
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920363 CORPORATION TI-I TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 35 45N 77W 9824 SHANNON Al 10.0
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920372 CORPORATION 1 TMUTEXW-311396A 2 44N 77W 9859 SHANNON PO 10.2
ANADARKO PETROLEUM no data,

4901920375 CORPORATION B-12-1 1-1 TMU 12 44N 77W 9785 SHANNON Al no logs
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920384 CORPORATION H-42-1 TMU 36 45N 77W 9788 SHANNON Al 10.2
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920386 CORPORATION T-2 TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 35 45N 77W 9809 SHANNON PO 9.5
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

49019203961 CORPORATION C 12-2 TMU 12 44N 77W 9820 SHANNON PO 9.8
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920397 CORPORATION C12-4 TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 12 44N 77W 9900 SHANNON PO 9.3
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920399 CORPORATION C-2-9 TMU 2 44N 77W 9835 SHANNON PO 9.8
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920400 CORPORATION H-1-11 TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 1 44N 77W 9770 SHANNON PO 9.4
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920410 CORPORATION Al-i-I TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 1 44N 77W 9790 SHANNON Al 9.9
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920420 CORPORATION T-4-1 TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 35 45N 77W 9742 SHANNON Al 9.6
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920422 CORPORATION H-7-B TMU 7 44N 76W 9800 SHANNON PO 9.8
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920429 CORPORATION AV-1-1 TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 1 44N 77W 9650 SHANNON Al 9.6
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920431 CORPORATION H-47-1 TMU 36 45N 77W 9738 SHANNON Al 9.1
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920448 CORPORATION AT-i-I TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 1 44N 77W 9766 SHANNON Al 9.6

4901920457 DAVIS OIL COMPANY 52 HELDT DRAW UNIT 17 44N 76W 9790 PA 9.3
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901920459 CORPORATION H-12-9-1 TMU 12 44N 77W 9838 SHANNON Al 9.0

4901920494 DAVIS OIL COMPANY 61 HELDT DRAW UNIT 25 45N 77W 9541 PA 9.2

4901920629 KENNEDY OIL 23-19 CAMPBELL FEE 19 44N 76W 10010 SHANNON PO 9.1
LOUISIANA LAND &

4901920683 EXPLORATION CO 14-29 FEDERAL 29 45N 76W 9602 PA 9.0
ENCANA OIL AND GAS USA

4901920766 INC 1 STATE 83-00157 36 45N 77W 9652 PARKMAN PA 9.3
ANADARKO PETROLEUM no data,

4901920986 CORPORATION 14-1-1 TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 1 44N 77W 9843 SHANNON Al no logs
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901921041 CORPORATION , 20-35 TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 35 45N 77W 9700 PO 9.3
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901921043 CORPORATION 43-1 TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 1 44N 77W 9620 PO 9.0
ANADARKO PETROLEUM

4901921046 CORPORATION 23-36 TABLE MOUNTAIN UNIT 36 45N 77W 9720 PG 9.7
4900524736 DAVIS OIL COMPANY 4 HELDT DRAW UNIT 9 44N 76W 10000 PA 9.6

4900524819 DAVIS OIL COMPANY 46 HELDT DRAW UNIT 9 44N 76W 9850 PA 9.8
no data,
illegible

4900525152 DAVIS OIL COMPANY 1 JFC 33 45N 76W 9749 PA from log

4900525662 DAVIS OIL COMPANY 90 HELDT DRAW FEE 3 44N 76W 9826 PA 9.2
HOME PETROLEUM

4900526478 CORPORATION 1 TEXACO STATE 16 44N 76W 9740 PA 9.2

Notes:
Data gathered from WOGCC website; mud weight found on open-hole wireline log headers.
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Figure 2. All Night Creek Monitoring Well Cluster Hydrograph (Reproduced from Clarey, 2009)
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